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RETRO
ROMANCE

STEP INTO WINTER AT WOOLWORTHS IN THE 

SEASON’S SOFT, RETRO-INSPIRED LOOK. LACE, F LORALS 

AND SUEDE MAKE FOR A MODERN TAKE ON RETRO 

ROMANCE. TH IS IS THE NEW MOOD, STYLED BY E LLE .

STYLING TARRYN OPPEL  |   PHOTOGRAPHY BETINA DU TOIT

WINTER FAVES
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ON THE COVER
Black Coffee and Monique Sterling photographed by Steve Tanchel at Red Hot Ops; art direction: Veronica Exter; fashion director: Tarryn Oppel;  

hair: Saadique Ryklief; make-up: Keagan Cafun at M.A.C; make-up assistant: Keshni Naidoo; fashion assistant: Ntombenhle Shezi; photographer’s assistant: Christopher 
Bezuidenhout; Black Coffee wears: T-shirt, pants and jacket, his own; sneakers, adidas; Monique wears: Shirt and trousers, both Chulaap; jacket, Thula Sindi; heels, Country 
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EDITOR’S LETTER

Hello You,
There are times when you do things without really understanding 
the full impact they may have one day. You can hope for the 
better, for some kind of grandiose purpose and even greater 
result, but the reality is that until the lights are switched off and 
the project is wrapped, you go into it with your heart and guts as 
the only guides.  

This month, we are turning 20. Twenty years of existence, 
20 years of shaping the fashion landscape, 20 years of telling, 
page after page, the stories of the most talented and inspiring 
designers, in� uencers, go-getters, movers and shakers in the 
fashion, beauty, entertainment and creative industry. Twenty 
years of sisterhood, of being in this together. Twenty years 
devoted to empowering and encouraging women, to sharing our 
voices, our struggles and our hopes. 

You have probably heard it a million times, but editing 
a magazine, putting it together, � nding new and fresh ideas to always be at the forefront 
of innovative concepts and layouts is not all glitz and glam. But still: take away the 
glamour cachet and the work (the risks, the crazy concepts, the last-minute ideas) can be 
incredibly rewarding. 

For this special occasion, for example, our senses and our hearts told us to do something 
different: so, just like that, we decided to shoot our very � rst live cover – and we decided to 
share it all with you, our readers, right there as it was happening. We decided to take you 
behind-the-set, as it was unfolding. It meant that almost the whole team would be at the 
shoot, in a studio in Johannesburg, and the ones who weren’t had their cell phones ready, only 
a Whatsapp, tweet or Instashot away, with all of us sending exclusive images of our cover-in-
the-making live on social media. 

And then the grandiose, the unexpected that no image can truly translate happened: Nathi 
Maphumulo, aka Black Coffee, who warmed our minds with kindness, humility and a genuine 
desire to make everyone happy, despite a dif� cult jet lag and a � ustering � u, and London-
based model Monique Sterling danced, posed in front of the camera, literally carrying us 
through the day, music and fashion intertwining like mad ivy and revealing to us one of the 
most profound presents ever: joy. Their happiness to be on the ELLE cover brought so much 
light and pride into the shoot that, when it was over, all we wanted was a gigantic group hug 
(and we got it!). 

That extraordinary feel-good feeling is what I hope you will get not only from looking at 
our April #ELLE20 cover but also while paging through the magazine; let it be music to your 
ears and light to your soul. It’s time to celebrate. We’ve got the party started; you make it last 
for many years to come. 

And don’t forget: every new issue of ELLE is our group hug.

T H E  B I G

T W E N T Y

TA L K  T O  M E

     @EmilieGambade

     @emiliegambade

We are turning 20 and we are 
super serious about the party: 

so join us as we road-trip to 
Joburg just for the event – 

watch out for hilarious and 
epic sharing on Snapchat, 

Twitter and Instagram and 
meet Black Coffee under the 
disco ball on the 4th of May 

for the most memorable 20th 
party ever. 

All the details will be coming 
soon on @ELLEMagazineSA 

digital platforms. 
Where did you put your 

dancing shoes? You better find 
them, you’re gonna need them. 

Editor's Letter.indd   10 2016/03/04   9:09 AM
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MONIQUE STERLING
Model
THE GIG London-based, with a love for vintage 
and the ’70s, when not on set, Monique can be 
found on the dance � oor, ready for her next 
adventure. (Check our cover to see exactly 
what she means!) She also shows her modelling 
prowess in our Twinning fashion editorial. 
TALKING BIRTHDAY I’d love to celebrate my next 
birthday with friends and family back home in 
England, but I will still be in beautiful Cape Town 
with my new friends and adopted family, braaing, 
of course! HAPPINESS IS Good health, roast 
dinners on a Sunday, a hug from my mum, and 
watching a sunset over the ocean. INSPIRATION 
My mum. COVER STAR I loved the soundtrack 
to the shoot, DJ Black Co� ee had the entire crew 
grooving. MAKING AN IMPACT IN 20 MINUTES 
I would lead a meditation to bring the entire 
country together. It would end with a dance for 
all, a celebration of life. GO-TO PARTY SONG � e 
Supremes, He’s My Sunny Boy.

         Page 90

@ moniquesterling

MAX VOM HOFE
Photographer

THE GIG Born in Hagen and splitting his time 
between Hamburg and London, Max loves life 
through his lens and you can see just how cool 

it is in our Runway Reality beauty editorial. 
GO-TO PARTY SONG � eophilus London, 

Wine & Chocolates (andhimRemix). HIDDEN 
TALENT I would love to have more skills 

in manufacturing and to design furniture.  
REAL LIFE HEROS My mother and 

Quentin Tarantino. £ 

Page 116
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JAIME WADDINGTON
ELLE Junior Content Producer
THE GIG As ELLE’s content producer, Jaime loves 
to o� er insight on all-things fashion, beauty, arts, 
culture, feminism and life. ‘Before working for 
the publication I’ve long admired, I studied Fine 
Art and Journalism at Rhodes, and then spent 
a year teaching English in South Korea.’ But, 
she says, she is not to be trusted around Krispy 
Kreme doughnuts and karaoke machines (the 
latter are not considered a party faux pas, but to 
gain more insight read her Party Etiquette story). 
CATCH ME ON THE DANCE FLOOR I love to dance 
– maybe a bit too much – and if I’m with my 
mates, and there’s good music playing, you’ll have 
to peel me o�  the dance � oor. DREAM PARTY 
PARTNER Kate Moss. I think partying with her 
would leave me with a terrible, terrible headache, 
and barely any memory, but it would probably be 
the best night ever. GO-TO PARTY TRACK? 
Blondie, Heart of Glass.            
          Page 78

@maxvomhofe

It’s our birthday and we are oh-so 
ready to celebrate! We asked the 
team behind our #ELLE20 Birthday 
issue to share their favourite song, 
tips and secrets for guaranteed 
good times!

OLUWATOYIN OYENEYE
Model

THE GIG Born in Nigeria, Oluwatoyin spends 
his time between Cape Town and Lagos, 

and made our day when he shared the set 
with Monique Sterling in the 90s inspired 

Twinning fashion editorial. With a passion 
for fashion the clothes and accessories 

caught his attention, ‘Especially the Louis 
Vuitton shoes,’ he says. NEXT BIRTHDAY I’d like 

to celebrate it in Paris. It’s just an amazing city… 
Need I say more? LET’S GET HAPPY Perfect 

happiness is being able to do whatever I 
want to. INSPIRATION My mother, a� er God.  

GO-TO PARTY SONG Wiz kid, Ojuelegba. 

         Page 90

@ thetoyin17

@ jaimewaddington
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BEHIND THE SCENES

WOMEN OF THE MONTH
A R L E N E  M U L D E R 

A N D

 C A M I L L E  A G O N

South African Arlene Mulder and 
French Camille Agon met in 2014, 
and through a shared passion 
for education decided to start 
their company WeThinkCode_ 
(wethinkcode.co.za). The tuition-
free, peer-to-peer tech institution 
has been set up in partnership with 
French Ecole 42, and teaches young 
people how to code, in the hope of 
encouraging more women to pursue a 
career in tech.
What’s one of the most important 
lessons you have learned over the 
course of your career?
Arlene: To be true to my conviction 
and passion, no matter how crazy and 
impossible it might seem.
Camille: Collaboration is the 
key to success beyond success. 
WeThinkCode_ would not be where 
it is today without the support of 
our corporate sponsors, community 
partners, family, friends and all those 
people in South Africa and abroad 
who believed in us and our mission.

rails of beautiful garments

B L A C K  C O F F E E 

A N D  M O N I Q U E  S T E R L I N G

Each month we bring you a 
woman (or two) whose work is 
making an inspiring and 
important contribution 
to society

UNCOVERED
COVER
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1

Insta-caption that had us 
all in tears

M.A.C lip colour used

hairstyles for Monique Sterling

shelves full of shoes

plain bagels,  8 plain croissants, 
and 3 chocolate croissants eaten 

on shoot

2

6

manicures

88

What’s the first thing you do when you 
come home after a day’s work? 
Arlene and Camille: Enjoy good food 
and wine with great people! After 
all, it was after good food and a 
great bottle of Pinotage that we 
decided to embark together on this 
WeThinkCode_ journey. 
What were you doing at 20? 
Arlene: Completing my master’s 
degree in Business Mathematics and 
Informatics at North West University.
Camille: I was interning as a reporter at 
Time Magazine in New York. 
Your best birthday memory? 
Arlene: A week after I quit my job to 
start WeThinkCode_, I spent my 
30th birthday with my family and 
great friends, feeling thrilled about an 
exciting new chapter in my life.
Camille: Last April, my mother and 
brother came to visit me here, and it 
rained all day. It was the � rst rain of 
the year, which was so memorable. 
They say rain is good luck in Africa, 
so I believed it, and here I am.
What is your most treasured item?
Camille: My passport. 
Who or what is the greatest love of 
your life?
Arlene: Experiencing new adventures.
Camille: I have many, but as of today, 
the tree outside my window – I believe 
it protects and nourishes me. £
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2

shelves full of shoes

6

manicures

What is your most treasured item?
My passport. 

Who or what is the greatest love of 
your life?
Arlene: Experiencing new adventures.
Camille: I have many, but as of today, 
the tree outside my window – I believe 
it protects and nourishes me. £
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Dermalogica isn’t about beauty; we’re about 

skin health. So we won’t waste your time with 

beautiful models, secret ingredients or frivolous rituals. 

We’re about proven results and smart skin care. Because 

we believe in keeping skin healthy for life. Your skin.

is not a beauty product 
it is a skin investment

Untitled-1   1 2016/03/02   10:24 AM



U p d a t e  y o u r  n e w  w i n t e r  w a r d r o b e  w i t h 

T e d  B a k e r ’ s  A W 1 6  c o l l e c t i o n .  A  c u r a t i o n 

o f  c u r i o s i t i e s  a n d  s i g h t s  t o  b e h o l d , 

t h e  s e a s o n  u n e a r t h s  a  t r e a s u r e  t r o v e  o f 

r a r e  w o n d e r s  a n d  s a r t o r i a l  s p e c t a c l e .

T e d  B a k e r  i s  a v a i l a b l e  e x c l u s i v e l y 

a t  S t u t t a f o r d s :  S a n d t o n ,  E a s t g a t e , 

R o s e b a n k ,  M e n l y n ,  G a t e w a y ,  P a v i l i o n 

a n d  C a n a l  W a l k . 

S H I R T   A N U S H A
R 2 5 9 9 , 9 5

B A G   C R I S T I E
R 3 6 9 9 , 9 5

S K I R T   Z E L I D A
R 3 2 9 9 , 9 5

S H O E   M E S H I
R 1 7 9 9 , 9 5

C O A T   A P P I A
R 6 4 9 9 , 9 5

D R E S S   C A P R I N E
R 4 2 9 9 , 9 5

D R E S S   L O U A
R 3 4 9 9 , 9 5

Untitled-1   2 2016/03/04   8:24 AM



T E D  I S  N E V E R  H A P P I E R  T H A N  W H E N 

D I S C O V E R I N G  N E W  P R I N T S  T H A T  I N T R I G U E . 

T H I S  S E A S O N ’ S  C H E R R Y  M O T I F  A D O R N S 

‘ D E L O R E Z ’ ,  A  B E A U T I F U L L Y  V E R S A T I L E  P L E A T E D 

N U M B E R ,  A N D  I S  A  P R E T T Y  A L T E R N A T I V E  T O 

P E R E N N I A L  W I N T E R  F L O R A L S .  T E A M E D  W I T H 

N A V Y,  I T ’ S  A  L O O K  T H A T  W I L L  W O R K  W I T H 

A P L O M B  W H E R E V E R  Y O U ’ R E  E X P L O R I N G .

C H E R R Y - P I C K E D

U N E A R T H  T H E  S E A S O N ’ S  M O S T  B E A U T I F U L 

T R E N D ,  S C A L L O P E D  L A C E ,  W I T H  T H E  ‘ A M E E R A ’ 

D R E S S .  F I N I S H E D  W I T H  A  P R E T T Y  C O L L A R  A N D 

T I M E L E S S  C U T ,  T H I S  R A R E  N U M B E R  M A S T E R F U L L Y 

C A P T U R E S  T H A T  E L U S I V E  C O M B I N A T I O N  O F 

E L E G A N T  Y E T  U N I Q U E .  A F T E R  A L L ,  H I S T O R I C A L 

E V E N I N G S  R E Q U I R E  L E G E N D A R Y  D R E S S E S …

D R E S S   A M E E R A

R 4 0 9 9 , 9 5

M A K E  H I S T O R Y

T R O U S E R S   C A S S E E
R 2 7 9 9 , 9 5

S H O E   J I C K A I
R 2 8 9 9 , 9 5

J A C K E T   S H I L A
R 4 9 9 9 , 9 5

S H I R T   C I E R A
R 2 1 9 9 , 9 5

B A G   H O L L I E
R 3 4 9 9 , 9 5

D R E S S   D E L O R E Z
R 3 4 9 9 , 9 5

B A G   H A R L E Y
R 1 2 9 9 , 9 5
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READER EVENT

If hair is on your radar, join ELLE and Kérastase for a 
luxurious evening of trends, beauty and fun in Johannesburg. 

Want to know insider tips, tricks and know-how?

Come join us and meet the experts from Kérastase, and 
other leading brands, including L’Oréal Professionnel, Essie 

and Kiehl’s, and stand a chance to win some incredible 
prizes: three lucky ELLE readers will receive a full makeover 
on the night, and each reader will receive a gift bag, valued 

at R500, courtesy of ELLE and Kérastase. With an exclusive 
sneak peak of the new L’Oréal make-up brand, this is one 

event you don’t want to miss. 

A  N I G H T  O F  B E A U T Y

WHEN
21 April 2016

TIME
5.30pm

WHERE
L’Oréal Head Office Salon, Woodlands Office Park, 

Kelvin & Woodlands Drive, Johannesburg

TO BOOK
 Tickets are priced at R150 per person.

To book, email ayanda@elle.co.za

Mktg_Readers event.indd   1 2016/03/02   10:52 AM
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SA Menswear 2016 was a hit with its overflow of creativity.  
And we can’t stop celebrating the incredible talent of African designers 

A L L  A C C E S S

22

24

30

T E E  T I M E

G E N E RAT I O N  M E N S W E A R

A L L  N AT U RA L

RADAR
O U R  E D I T  O F  T H I S  S E A S O N ’S  H OT T EST  FA S H I O N  A N D  B E AU T Y  T R E N D S
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RADAR

It’s time to satisfy some wardrobe cravings, and 
right now we only have eyes for all things up 
top. It’s all about our current love for T-shirts, 
knitwear and sweaters

TOP OF THE TOPS
F A S H I O N

A tongue-in-cheek idea combining 
the creativity of the ‘original mevrou’ 
Catherine Raphaely and creative 
consultants and entrepreneurs, 
Maybe Corpaci and Mary-Anne 
Grobler have given birth to this 
locally produced, crisp cotton, unisex, 
slogan T-shirt range. Spotted on the 
streets already, we can’t wait for the 
brand to branch out later this year, 
with a focus on other languages 
re� ective of South Africa’s diverse 
sub-cultures. All we want to do 
is tuck them into a pair of great 
denims! Want one? Priced at R350 
each, order via @mevrouandco on 
Instagram, Mevrou & Co. on FB, or 
email sales@mevrouandco.com. (The 
online store is launching at the end 
of March.)
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T E E  T I M E

The moment we 
fall in love with 
anything that 
belongs to a 
winter’s day, we 
call on the clouds! 
And a sweater is 
the one item that 
stands the test 
of time, so we 
recommend you 
invest in a quality 
(and, of course, 
super cool) piece. 
It was love at first 
sight when we 
locked eyes with 
this abstract print 
J.W. Anderson 
creation. We say, 
bring on winter!

NO SWEAT

SWEATER, R4 830, 
J.W. ANDERSON AT 
MAISON MARA

ALL KNITS FROM R2 099

C O O L  A N D  C O S Y
Diesel’s knitwear game is on another 
level with eye-catching imagery and 
colour-ways. From lightweight and 
super-soft to chunky – we just can’t 
pick only one!

 22          @ ELLEmagazineSA        
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RADAR

THE TURBAN
T R A C K - T H E - T R E N D

       
       

       
  FROM THE RUNWAY

Go online to see three ways to wear the 
turban 
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NOW ADD THIS…
A turban automatically brings a 
dramatic effect to your look, so why not 
complement it with more eccentricities? 
Just pick one!

Hold it all  
Go extra big and 
grab-ready (or 
go home) in the 
bag department

SPORTMAX SS16

Just appliqué 
Extend the 
playfulness down 
under and style it 
with a pair of look-
at-me heels

LOEWE SS16

Mismatch me
Play on the idea of a 
mix and match print 
with your earrings, 
bracelets, chokers 
and sunglasses all 
at once

ELLE EQUATION

+ +

Gloria 
Swanson in 

the Hollywood 
classic Sunset 

Boulevard 

Velma from 
Scooby Doo

Versailles 
interiors

The turban (also known synonymously 
as the head-wrap) is the simplest way 
to add that little extra to just about 
any look (by choice)

FENDI SS16

            STREET STYLE STARS
These ladies are a perfect example of the various 

ways to tie it all together 
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RADAR

At the recent Fondazione Pitti 
Discovery in collaboration with 
ITC Ethical Fashion Initiative, 
African designers took to the 
runway, and Dimeji Alara 
was there 

MENSWEAR 
MOMENT

I N T E R V I E W

Collection inspiration? Every three 
seasons I pick a theme, you can say 
I design my collections as a trilogy. 
This trilogy was about the Yorubas; 
last season was an ode to Eyo, a 
masquerade in Lagos, and this season 
it’s about tribal marks, because when I 
think about Yoruba people, I think of 
the Eyo festival and the tribal marks. 
In Nigeria, tribal marks are banned, 
but you can’t take away its signi� cance. 
It’s also about dialogue, because many 
people think tribal marks are not 
beautiful, but what is beauty? Must it 
conform to one aesthetic?
How did you translate that into the clothes? 
Through appliqué, pleats, stripes, raw 
edges, and by using different textures 
to represent sacri� ce. 
Why menswear? I used to design 
womenswear, but I prefer a man’s 
silhouette. Even when I was designing 
womenswear, I would start with a 
man’s silhouette.
Future plans? Currently, we sell in 
Japan, Nigeria and the U.K., and the 
plan is to grow the brand globally. £
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Tells us about your brand. It’s a marriage 
of two cultures, as Ikire is a village in 
Nigeria and Jones is my wife’s maiden 
name. We live in a time where many 
of us are in� uenced by different 
cultures. I grew up in Nigeria and 
the U.S., and both have shaped me. 
I am very African and very western, 
so everything I create is rooted in that 
DNA. It’s a marriage of traditional 
European tailoring and strong 
African aesthetics, and I do that 
through the use of African print and 
art from different cultures.

U . M I - 1 by Goz Ochonogor, Nigeria

Tell us about your collection. This 
collection was inspired by Herbie 
Hancock’s [song], Watermelon. South 
African winter is erratic, the weather 
� uctuates, and we thought it would 
be interesting to create a tropical 
winter collection. It was also inspired 
by Durban’s humid lush landscape, 
hence the dominant green hue, and 
artist Georgina Gratrix.
And showing at Pitti? A dream come 
true, because we’ve never had a show 
in Italy. It made us re� ne what we do; 
it was an exciting process.
What was your reaction when you were 
contacted to show at Pitti? Panic! It 
was two weeks before Christmas and 
everything closes in South Africa 
during that period. It pushed us to 
pick an idea, commit to it, and work 
on it every day until the show.
Future Plans? To design a womenswear 
collection, and launch in store in April. 

I K I R E  J O N E S by Wale Oyejide, Nigeria

What was the inspiration for this 
collection? This collection was 
inspired by the migrant crisis, which 
is not new but has become ever more 
pressing. I wanted to convey the 
image of people of African descent 
who travel to other parts of the world 
and � nd ways to � t in. That’s why 
you see prints from different cultures, 
but they are all cut in the same form. 
It shows that no matter where you go, 
you might adopt different cultures 
but you remain true to yourself. 
Everything I do captures that distinct 
multifaceted African identity.
What does it mean to have been part of 
Pitti for the first time? Pitti is a dream. 
Some people go there to just hang 
out, for me it was bigger than that. It 
was so surreal.

A K J P  by Adriaan Kuiters + Jody Paulsen, South Africa

Every three 
seasons I pick a theme, you can say 
I design my collections as a trilogy. 
This trilogy was about the Yorubas; 

masquerade in Lagos, and this season 
it’s about tribal marks, because when I 
think about Yoruba people, I think of 
the Eyo festival and the tribal marks. 
In Nigeria, tribal marks are banned, 
but you can’t take away its signi� cance. 
It’s also about dialogue, because many 
people think tribal marks are not 
beautiful, but what is beauty? Must it 

How did you translate that into the clothes? 
Through appliqué, pleats, stripes, raw 
edges, and by using different textures 

by Goz Ochonogor, Nigeriaby Goz Ochonogor, Nigeria

Radar_Fashion.indd   24 2016/03/02   10:31 AM
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WINTER, ARE YOU HERE YET?

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

Boots, R2 499, Country Road
Turtleneck, R399, Witchery
Coat, R899, H&M
Skirt, R759, Zara

Being a fashion industry insider and having access to new 
collections regularly is fascinating to the brain, mostly 
because (and this might sound strange) I am living in two 
seasons simultaneously. 

While temperatures soar I have to set my mind to single 
digit degrees and break down next season’s key looks and 
runway inspirations. So, even though it is summer on 
the outside, once I come face-to-face with next season’s 
merchandise, I am longing for the cold days. Mentally, I am 
already in winter mode.

It’s easy to be seduced by that perfect French navy coat 
(hello H&M), or those investment long leather boots in 
chocolate-milk brown, teamed with a contrasting black 
tread (I see you Country Road). And you can’t ignore 
something as simple and beautiful as a soft wool knit 
(yes, I’m still thinking about those Diesel beauties; � ick 
back a few pages to refresh your memory). These pieces 
(and many more) are all ready to be worn, at least in my 
travelling mind, although the weather isn’t playing along 
just yet… 

So, while I’m set to build my next winter wardrobe, the 
� rst step is to sift through my existing one and earmark the 
useful pieces like my utility parker, a crisp white shirt or a 
sleeveless coat. 

And how do we best rework an existing wardrobe, and 
maximise it? It’s all about layering. Don’t be put off by 
our South African weather which doesn’t necessarily lend 
itself to multiple layering as you would if you were in the 
northern hemisphere; there are clever ways to go around it 
(the weather, that is). 

Take the turtleneck, for example; it is as versatile as a 
T-shirt, and should be styled in the same way, by tucking it 
into a high-waist skirt or jeans to accentuate the waist, and 
teamed with a denim or leather jacket. 

One of the oldest (styling) tricks in the book is the sort 
of almost wearing that cover-up (that you love so much) 
by throwing it (nonchalantly) over your shoulders (and 
everything else) – it completes your look, minus the 
hot � ushes.

Another personal favourite is creating a monochromatic 
palette by combining pieces in the same or similar shade, 
and wearing them over another piece. Of course, it’s not 
restricted to the warmest of winter separates, and it is a 
great way to get noticed on a cloudy day. 

The thing to remember when layering is that it 
diminishes your waist, so to add de� nition you need to 
emphasise it. If you’re wearing a chunky knit, tie another 
around your waist or after draping a blanket scarf over a 
lightweight coat, cinch it with a belt. 

There are more tips to get you through the season, and 
help you maximise your wardrobe, as far as layering goes, 
but I will share them with you as soon as the clouds have 
rolled in. (Hint: Winter, where are you?) £

Longing for a season change, but not sure how to make your wardrobe 
transition? Tarryn Oppel has some insider tips 

It’s all about layering’
‘How do we best rework an existing wardrobe?

         @ ELLEmagazineSA        26

RADAR
F A S H I O N  D I R E C T O R ’ S  N O T E S

H O T  P I C KS 
F O R  T H E 
C H I L L

merchandise, I am longing for the cold days. Mentally, I am 
+ +

+
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RADAR

W O O L W O R T H S

F R O M  T H E

#ELLEFASHION
CUPBOARD

F R O M  T H E

The blanket wrap, from R280

The lace dress, from R750

The knit shell, from R399

The lace-up boot, from R599

A capsule wardrobe for winter tops our 
list, and to kick off the new season in style 
Woolworths has the perfect pieces for that 
retro-romantic-inspired look

The biker jacket, from R699

The romantic blouse, from R350

The A-line skirt, from R399

ELLE_Fashion Cupboard Woolies.indd   20 2016/03/02   10:38 AM
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RENCHIA DROGANIS, 50
Founder and CEO, Africology

Residence: Johannesburg
Nationality: South African (and a little bit of Greek)
Inspiration: Steve Jobs, who had the ability to work with the 
intention to manifest the impossible. People who take the 
initiative to make a difference have my respect.
Life before Africology: A bit of tarot reading, working as a life 
coach and a body therapist. A passion for balancing body and 
mind gave birth to Africology.
About the brand: Born from a passion to heal, Africology is a 
luxurious, natural and eco-friendly range infused with the purest 
essential oils, and it is also bio-degradable.
Attributing its success? From distributing to a small circle of 
clients to creating Africology spas and retail stores, the brand’s 
philosophy remains to align mind and body.
Looking back at 2015: We opened our first franchise store, and 
started to distribute in Australia and the U.K.
Golden Rule: If we make a mistake once, it is a mistake. But also 
a lesson to learn to do better. If we make the mistake a second 
time, it is a choice. 
Looking to the future: A new retail store at the V&A Waterfront 
is in the works, and two new products are set to launch.

South African (and a little bit of Greek)

RADAR

With organic beauty taking centre 
stage, we look at the women 

behind some of the brands that 
are making a difference to our 

skincare routine

ALL NATURAL
B E A U T Y
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CHINONYE AKUNNE, 27, AND NNEJI AKUNNE, 26 
Founders, Ilera Apothecary

Residence: Detroit
Nationality: Nigerian
About the brand: A product line using 100% naturally sourced 
ingredients with a luxury twist. The idea is to help people move 
towards a more holistic lifestyle.
How did it all begin? Inspired by their brother’s search for a 
deodorant with no artificial ingredients, the sisters and their chemist 
father spent two years researching and formulating one that met that 
criteria. It led to the birth of Ilera Apothecary.
About success: Deciding to work smarter instead of working harder, 
fuelled by our inner power to be the best we can be. We are building 
a brand that inspires people to find their strengths, and know that 
anything is achievable as long as you believe in yourself and the goal 
that you are working towards. 
Words to live by: All obstacles placed before you are temporary, it is 
up to you to decide how to tackle them. Also, our parents taught us 
that there is nothing in this world that cannot be achieved.
Goals? To make Ilera a global household name, because we see it 
as a great platform to inspire young girls to know that they have the 
power to achieve their goals, and that no dream is too big. 

CITRUS BLEND BODY WASH, R215
SANDALWOOD & PATCHOULI BODY CREAM, R170

WWW.ILERAAPOTHECARY.COM 

HOT CLOTH CLEANSER, R525
BODY OIL, R425

WWW.SKOONSKIN.CO.ZA

South African (and a little bit of Greek)
 Steve Jobs, who had the ability to work with the 

intention to manifest the impossible. People who take the 

South African (and a little bit of Greek)

as a great platform to inspire young girls to know that they have the 
power to achieve their goals, and that no dream is too big. 

ALOE FEROX SERUM, R300
HYDRATING CLEANSING LOTION, R320
LIP BALM, R70
WWW.AFRICOLOGYSPA.COM

Nationality: 
Inspiration:
intention to manifest the impossible. People who take the 
initiative to make a difference have my respect.
Life before Africology:
coach and a body therapist. A passion for balancing body and 
mind gave birth to Africology.

HOT CLOTH CLEANSER, R525

STELLA CIOLLI 
Founder, Skoon

Residence: Cape Town
Nationality: South African
About the brand: Infused with nature’s 
goodness (aromas and essences), 
Skoon’s products work with the skin’s 
natural metabolism. 
What makes it successful? Skincare is 
personal, and this perfectly aligns with 
Skoon’s philosophy that no one knows 
your skin better than you, and as such you 
should be able to customise your products 
to meet your specific needs.
Stella’s Inspiration? Original South 
African everything – rooibos tea; marulas, 
which I ate as a child from the tree; the 
bushveld, where I grew up; Zambuk salve, I 
love the retro design; the list is endless.
Words to live by: You are the master of 
your fate, you are the captain of your soul.
The future? There are plans to take the 
brand to Gauteng.

B E A U T Y

CITRUS BLEND BODY WASH, R215
SANDALWOOD & PATCHOULI BODY CREAM, R170

WWW.ILERAAPOTHECARY.COM WWW.ILERAAPOTHECARY.COM 

CHINONYE AKUNNE, 27, AND NNEJI AKUNNE, 26 
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PAT MCGRATH, 45

Make-up Artist, Creative Design Director 
of P&G Beauty

Nationality: British

Pat, who is considered to be the world’s most influential 
make-up artist, is known for her innovative use of 

colour. So influential, in 2014 she was included in Queen 
Elizabeth II’s Honours List and received her MBE, or 

Member of the Order of the British Empire, for services 
to the fashion and beauty industry. 
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 These women have gathered an online troop of unwavering beauty followers

633 000518 000 1 300 000482 000145 000

GWYNETH PALTROW, 43
Actress, founder of online lifestyle 
publication GOOP, and creative 
director of make-up at Juice Beauty

Residence: Los Angeles
Nationality: American
About the brand? Juice Beauty is an 
organic make-up and skincare brand, 
which recently tapped Gwyneth Paltrow to 
create its Phyto-Pigments Color collection, 
comprising 78 pieces in total.
The inspiration behind it? Wearing make-
up daily for work can cause long-term 
damage to one’s skin, so Paltrow started 
searching for an alternative solution minus 
the toxic chemicals but with the same 
healthy results.  
Attributing its success: An organic make-
up line that is also eco-friendly and vegan. 
It’s beauty with a conscience.
Gwyneth’s take on it: Juice Beauty is one 
of those all-too-rare companies that’s really 
living up to its promise to consumers – 
sourcing really beautiful, organic ingredients 
and doing the research and development to 
create powerful formulations, all while being 
incredibly kind to the environment.

I N S T A  S T A R S

HANNAH BRONFMAN, 27

DJ, Model, Founder of HBFIT
Nationality: American

A workout enthusiast, and lover of all things beauty, 
Bronfman’s website – HBFIT – is a tips-haven for active 

women. An avid Snapchat user, she snaps her entire day 
on hannabgood.

LISA ELDRIDGE, 41

Make-up Artist, Lancôme Creative Director 
of Make-Up 

Residence: London

Lisa’s defining moment was when she was tapped by 
British ELLE to work with Cindy Crawford. She has since 
collaborated with some of the biggest names in fashion 
and entertainment. Her tutorials are loved by make-up 
fans and artists alike. She penned her first book, Face 

Paint – The Story of Makeup, in 2015. £
17 000234 000

Take natural beauty to the 
next level by making your own 

face scrub in four 
easy steps. Mix the following 

ingredients and apply

½ cup plain honey
½ cup brown sugar

1 drop of any essential oil 
1 tablespoon olive oil

K E E P 
I T 

C L E A N

For long-lasting pout perfection
Oh-Lief Natural Lip Balm, R49

For a two-in-one sensory experience
Rain Massage Candle Jasmine, 

Rose and Cedarwood, R125

For colour-treated hair that craves 
added shine

Davines Minu Shampoo, R230

For feel-good smooth skin
ESSE Light Body Moisturiser, R210

for 100ml

Celebrate sustainable 
beauty and do a good deed by 

treating yourself and 
the environment to these 

eco-friendly essentials
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PHYTO-PIGMENTS FLAWLESS SERUM FOUNDATION, R645
PHYTO-PIGMENTS LIQUID LIP, R370
PHYTO-PIGMENTS FLAWLESS SERUM FOUNDATION, R645
WWW.JUICEBEAUTY.COM

director of make-up at Juice Beauty

Radar_Beauty.indd   2 2016/03/02   12:39 PM



Founded by Olivier Baussan in 1976, L’OCCITANE (pronounced Lox-ee-tahn) brings you
the magic of Provence captured in unique skincare and fragrance products made from 

the fi nest and most effective ingredients. Inspired by the famous art de vivre of 
Provence, L’OCCITANE products are rich in active natural ingredients and beautifully 

scented essential oils.

With nothing but an alambic, a small truck and a solid knowledge of plants, Baussan’s 
dream was birthed when he fi rst distilled Rosemary essential oil which he sold 

in the local markets.

This is the true story of a son of Provence. A son with a passion for his land. 
We invite you to discover the dream of a visionary who wanted to change the world, 

impassioned by the power of plants.

This is the true story of a son of Provence. A son with a passion for his land. 
We invite you to discover the dream of a visionary who wanted to change the world, 

1976
1977

1980
L’OCCITANE en Provence  

was founded.

L’OCCITANE reserves its fi rst harvest of lavender, 
the fragrant and iconic symbol of Provence.

While exploring the world for new ingredients and traditional 
techniques, Olivier learns about the women who produce 

Shea Butter in Burkina Faso. Shea Butter products have gained 
popularity among all customers for its incredibly nourishing and 

moisturising properties.

1997
As a sensorial brand, L’OCCITANE is one 

of the fi rst companies to feature Braille 
labelling on its products.

LOVE STORIES ARE
OUR TRUE STORIES

mock-up-ad.indd   2 2016/03/05   11:08 AM



Celebrate 40 years of True Stories with us and 
experience our signature hand massage with our 
Award Winning Shea Butter Hand Cream 
(one sold every three seconds in the world). 

Receive a FREE 10 ml Shea Butter Hand Cream
if you join the L’OCCITANE Loyalty Program.
To redeem use codeword: ‘ELLE’

Find your nearest location za.loccitane.com 

1999
2002 2011

2008
The Verbena harvest collection 
launches and becomes a customer 
favourite across all continents.

International launch 
of the Immortelle Skincare Collection.

Immortelle Divine Cream receives the 
“Best Miracle Cream” award following user trials 
organised by the Anti-Aging Beauty Bible. 

With over 3000 stores worldwide, L’OCCITANE opens 
its fi rst boutique in Cape Town South Africa. There are 
currently  boutiques open in South Africa, with our all 
of Africa Flagship store opening in April 2016.

2015-2016
L’OCCITANE South Africa partners 
with the South African National Council 
of the Blind to help fi ght avoidable 
blindness in children from underprivileged 
environments.

Provence, South of France,
where L’OCCITANE ingredients 
come from.

LE TUBE 

mock-up-ad.indd   3 2016/03/05   11:09 AM
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Following countless 
awkward hair salon 

experiences, Nicole Newman 
learns to speak up for the 

sake of her locks
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A trip to the hair salon should be 
memorable, but for all the right 
reasons. I used to dread visiting my 
former hairdresser because I knew 
how my hair looked prior to walking 
in, but couldn’t gauge what it would 
look like post the appointment.

Worrying about our hair is 
natural: for one, it shapes our face; 
and if there’s one valid reason for the 
phrase ‘having a bad hair day,’ it’s the 
fact that ‘bad hair,’ which means 
hair-gone-wrong (a new colour 
turned drama, one cut of scissors too 
much, hair style that doesn’t match 
your personality, the list is long…), 
can really affect the way we feel 
about ourselves.

If you have never suffered such 
anxiety, it means you have found your 
hair soul mate – a stylist who cares 
about your mane, and just gets you. 
But if, like me, you have been 
hairdresser-hopping in the hope 
(excuse the pun) of not having 
another hair trauma, then it’s time to 
take action. 

I’ve lost count of the times I’ve sat 
in the chair, smiled politely at the 
hairdresser, engaged in small talk 
(because dare I not chit-chat, even 
though it is my time to read a 
magazine, or get lost on Instagram 

without feeling guilty), while watching 
in disbelief what was happening to my 
hair. Two hair-raising events come to 
mind, which have also served as the 
impetus for my newfound hair salon 
power and freedom. Remember the 
ombré trend? Instead of beautifully 
blended locks, I ended up with 
peroxided hair that started 10 
centimetres from my roots down to 
my tips. And when it was all done, 
and the mirror re� ected an image I 
wasn’t happy with, I said nothing. 
That silence took a year to grow out. 
Then I decided to go for a lob (long 
bob). Sadly, there was nothing long 
about it – I watched my hair as it fell 
to the � oor, leaving me with a neck-
length cut. Faking a smile, yet crying 
on the inside, I still wasn’t brave 
enough to stop the hair madness as it 
was unfolding. 

On both counts I paid a hefty � ne, 
and so did my con� dence. Until I 
read Pretty Honest, penned by beauty 
guru Sali Hughes, and the vital lesson 
in salon etiquette: Speak up! 

And that’s the thing: often we don’t 
speak up because we don’t want to 
offend the hairdresser, but it’s 
essential to remember that we are the 
customers, and there’s no doubt they 
would be happier knowing that we are 
happy with the end result, instead 
of leaving the hair salon feeling 
disappointed with a disheartening 
new look cut, colour, or style. As we 
start expressing ourselves, we are 
laying the foundation for a long-term 
mutually bene� cial relationship with 
our stylist – they learn what we like, 
and what works for us, and we trust 
them with our hair enough to return. 

Trust me, there’s nothing vain 
about feeling and looking good, so 
next time you sit in that revolving 
chair, don’t let fear, your stylist or 
their utensils get the better of you or 
your mane. £ 

1. Joico K-Pak Shampoo, R275
2. Milkshake Incredible Milk, R288

3. Batiste Dry Shampoo, R80
4. Evo Shebang-a-Bang Dry Wax Spray, R375

5. Davines Oi Oil, R240 for 50ml
6. Lush Sunny Day Anti Static Hair Detangler, R185

 7. Kérastase Soin Premier Thérapiste, R350
8. Philip Kingsley Weatherproof Hairspray, R315 for 125ml

While a visit to the hair salon is always welcomed, here 
are some of my trusted at-home items:

M Y  A T- H O M E 

H A I R  K I T

WASH, RINSE AND 
REPEAT AFTER ME

Radar_Fashion Nicole2.indd   26 2016/03/02   10:45 AM



“After endless procrastination, I finally committed to doing 
something constructive about the extra 10 kgs I’d being carrying 
around with me since my teenage years. I started eating healthily, 
began exercising and before long, I started seeing results. I felt 
incredibly motivated until I noticed stretch marks on my hips and 
stomach. Luckily a close friend recommended Bio-Oil (she had used 
it throughout her pregnancy for stretch marks). I have now reached 
my goal weight and the results have been unbelievable! Thank you 
Bio-Oil for saving the day, and just in time for summer!” 
Silindile Dlamini

Bio-Oil® is a specialist skincare product formulated to help improve the appearance of scars, stretch marks and uneven skin tone. Its unique formulation, which contains the breakthrough 
ingredient PurCellin Oil™, is also highly effective for ageing and dehydrated skin. For comprehensive product information and results of clinical trials, please visit bio-oil.com. Bio-Oil is available 
at pharmacies and selected retailers at the recommended selling price of R72.99 (60ml). Individual results will vary.

The product 
most recommended
by doctors for scars 

& stretch marks.

Ipsos, 2014
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As we turn 20, we jump into the time 
capsule and rewind to 1996: get your 
moves ready for the Macarena, don’t 
miss the first episode of The Daily Show 
and hot new talent, Will Smith!

R E T R O  R E A D S

The Notebook
Nicholas Sparks
Set in North 
Carolina, The 
Notebook is the 
Romeo and Juliet 
of the 1940s, 
with a twist, as 
two lovers, Noah 
Calhoun and rich 
girl Allie Hamilton, 
are torn apart 
because of social 
standings. Noah 
goes off to serve 
on the frontline, 
while Allie finds 
love elsewhere, but 
in the build up to 
her wedding, Noah 
returns, and it is 
evident that their 
romance is far from 
over. The Notebook 
tops The New York 
Times’ Best Seller 
List within a week 
of its release, and 
stays there for 
a year. 

Bridget Jones’s 
Diary
Helen Fielding
A year in the life of 
socially awkward 
Bridget Jones, 
whose search for 
love involves two 
suitors, but she 
can’t decide on the 
one. The novel is 
written in a diary 
format, and is a 
hilarious journey 
that most single 
women in their 30s 
can relate to. The 
novel gets a sequel, 
Bridget Jones: The 
Edge of Reason, 
and is adapted for 
the big screen five 
years later, starring 
Renée Zellweger, 
who earns major 
cred for perfecting 
an English accent, 
and wearing big 
panties. The third 
film instalment, 
Bridget Jones’s 
Baby, is set for 
release later 
this year. 

Divine Secrets 
of the Ya-Ya 
Sisterhood 
Rebecca Wells
A strained 
mother-daughter 
relationship 
takes a new turn 
when Siddalee 
Walker receives 
a scrapbook with 
photos from her 
mother’s past, 
shedding light on 
the shenanigans 
of the Ya-Ya 
Sisterhood, and 
the powerful bond 
of friendship. Six 
years later Sandra 
Bullock, Maggie 
Smith and Ellen 
Burstyn bring this 
touching story to 
the big screen.

The Notebook gets the 
Hollywood nod of approval in 
2004, with Ryan Gosling and 
Rachel McAdams in the lead, 

and becomes one of the most 
watched films about love’s 

enduring power. 

> > >  G O  O N L I N E  T O  S E E  W H O  E L S E  I S  T U R N I N G  2 0  T H I S  Y E A R  < < <

With the � rst ever Grammy Award for rap given in 1988 
(as one half of the successful duo DJ Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh 
Prince), and a six-season run in The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air 
sitcom under his belt, Smith is on our radar. Back to the 
future: Having conquered television, he moves to the big 
screen with the poignant Six Degrees of Separation, followed 
by the more commercially successful action-packed project, 
Independence Day – 1996’s biggest-grossing � lm. Smith 
builds an impressive acting résumé, with Bad Boys, Wild 
Wild West, Men In Black and Hitch, and many more, with 
combined box of� ce success worth $6.6 billion to date, and 
in the process becomes known as one of Hollywood’s most 
bankable stars.

A name that needs no introduction, at 27, 
rapper Will Smith is as charismatic in front 
of the camera as he is behind the mic

WILL SMITH
O N E  T O  W A T C H
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The second season of Friends heats 
up with Rachel and Ross � nally 
getting together; Monica � nds love 
with the much-older Richard; Joey 
lands a recurring role (as a doctor) in 
Days of Our Lives; Chandler’s career 
is still a mystery, but 
he is back together 
with Janice (Oh, my, 
gaawwwwd!); and 
Phoebe expands her 
career as a masseuse 
and plays guitar at 
Central Perk. (Back 
to the future: A true 
ensemble, where no 
one actor or character 
overshadows the others, 
Friends’ run continues for 10 seasons, 
and becomes an iconic syndicated 
sitcom for generations to enjoy and 
relate to.)

Late night talk, a lot of humour 
and political satire is what’s in store 
with The Daily Show, hosted by 
comedian Craig Kilborn. Targeting 
a younger audience, it promises to 
tap into today’s zeitgeist and make 
people think hard, and laugh, too. 
And it does. (Back to the future: 
Two decades later, it garners a 
healthy following thanks to long-

time host Jon Stewart, 
who steps down and 
makes way for South 
Africa’s funny man 
Trevor Noah.)

Whether you call 
it football or soccer, 
you just can’t miss the 
Africa Cup of Nations, 
hosted on home soil. 
Kick off those heels, 
put on those sneakers, 

and show your support to Bafana 
Bafana, who go on to win the 
continent’s prestigious title, beating 
Tunisia 2-0 (hip hip hoorah!).

EVITA
Having conquered 

the charts, Madonna 
has her eye on the 

big screen, and 
does so with Alan 
Parker’s help in 

Evita. Bringing Eva 
Perón to the masses, 

she stars opposite 
Antonio Banderas, 

who is narrator 
Ché, and Jonathan 
Pryce, as husband 
Juan. Said to have 

inhabited the role of 
a lifetime, Madonna 
is Argentina’s First 
Lady, whose rise 

to the top is a true 
rags to riches story. 
The musical could 

be described as one 
extended Madonna 
music video, laden 

with incredible 
costumes. (Spoiler: 

it earns the material 
girl her first and only 

Golden Globe for 
Best Actress 

in 1997.) 

ROMEO + JULIET 
Fictional Verona 

Beach sets the scene 
for the big screen 

adaptation of William 
Shakespeare’s 

Romeo + Juliet, but 
in a modern context, 

where the Montagues 
and Capulets are 

archrivals. Starring 
Leonardo DiCaprio 
and Claire Danes 

as the star-crossed 
lovers, the original 

Shakespeare 
monologue is ever 
present in this Baz 
Luhrmann-directed 

film. It earns DiCaprio 
a Silver Bear for Best 

Actor at the 47th 
Berlin International 

Film Festival. (Spoiler: 
It takes DiCaprio two 
decades to win the 
prestigious Golden 

Globe and Academy 
awards for a leading 
actor for his role in 

The Revenant.) 

MISSION: 
IMPOSSIBLE

Tom Cruise takes 
on the role of IMF 
agent Ethan Hunt, 
who is framed for 
the murder of a 

colleague during 
a mission gone 
horribly wrong. 

The action-packed 
film doesn’t garner 
Cruise any awards, 
but it’s the first in 

a series of Mission: 
Impossible projects 
that helps cement 

his box office status. 
(Spoiler: It also 

becomes the third-
highest grossing 
film in 1996. Two 

decades later, the 
series is worth $2 

billion dollars.) 

< < < <  O N  T H E  B I G  S C R E E N 

ONTHESMALL SCREEN
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WIN
#ELLESELFIE

Tweet or Instagram us your 
#ELLESelfie featuring our April 

2016 issue and we’ll publish the 
best on 

ELLE.co.za. Remember to
 include @ELLEMagazineSA 

#ELLESelfie 
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SOWING THE SEEDS
EMMARENTIA DAM, JOBURG

2 APRIL 
Enjoy a day of music with headlining 

acts Of Monsters and Men and Jungle. 
sowingtheseeds.co.za
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ELLE CALENDAR
Diarise these dates in April 

2 2  A P R I L  # E L L E S E L F I E  W I N N E R  A N N O U N C E D  O N  E L L E . C O . Z A

AFRIKABURN
TANKWA KAROO NATIONAL PARK

25 APRIL - 1 MAY 
Music, arts and various creative 
workshops meet in the desert. 

afrikaburn.com

H&M CONSCIOUS EXCLUSIVE 
COLLECTION

7 APRIL
Using sustainable materials, H&M’s 

Conscious Collection makes its South 
African debut at the V&A Waterfront 

store today.

HOW TO: SS16 FASHION WEEK

5 APRIL
Fashion director Tarryn Oppel breaks 

down the trends from SAFW on 
ELLE.co.za

LANCÔME JUICY SHAKER

15 APRIL
This two-phase formula builds up to 
an intense colour, and the cushion 

applicator is designed to fit the 
contours of your lips.

SOUTH AFRICAN FASHION WEEK
JOBURG

6 APRIL - 8 APRIL
It’s all eyes on the runway and what 

we will be wearing for spring/summer. 
safashionweek.co.za

CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL 
 JAZZ FESTIVAL

1 APRIL - 2 APRIL
The largest music event in sub-

Saharan Africa is back. 
capetownjazzfest.com

ELIZABETH ARDEN GRAND 
ENTRANCE MASCARA

11 APRIL
Elizabeth Arden’s water-resistant 

mascara is all about the triple effect 
(volume, length and curl)!

MARIAH CAREY: SWEET SWEET
FANTASY TOUR 

26 APRIL - 2 MAY
Joburg, Cape Town and Durban, get 

ready for Mariah Carey – need we say 
more? bigconcerts.co.za

ELLE’S MAY ISSUE

18 APRIL
Don’t miss our Winter Fashion issue, 

on shelf today!

18

MAC VIVA GLAM

7 APRIL
M.A.C’s newest campaign with Ariana 

Grande is the ultimate good-girl-
bad-girl combo in sultry plum and 

shimmery pink.

FREEDOM DAY 

27 APRIL 
Celebrating our first democratic 

elections and freedom as a nation. 
Proudly South African!

RADAR_Calendar / Culture_April2016 V.indd   38 2016/03/04   9:28 AM
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RADAR

‘The ELLE Impact2 gathered 
an incredible panel of judges, 
successful South African women 
with an amazing leadership and a 
commitment to social issues,’ explains 
Nicolas Hazard, CDI president. 
Spanning various � elds, Janine 
Hills, director of strategic business 
development at Ericsson South Africa 
(Pty), Nokuzola Ehrens, CEO of 
Vuma Reputation, Futhi Mtoba, 
president and founder of Teach South 
Africa, Nunu Ntshingila-Njeke, 
CEO of Facebook Africa, Basetsana 
Kumalo, businesswoman and media 
personality, Carolyn Steyn, founder 
of 67 Blankets, Natalie Miller, 
CEO of Impact Hub, Bridget Fury, 
director of the Aspen Network of 
Development Entrepreneurs South 
Africa, Chichi Maponya, CEO of 
Brand SA, Nicolas Hazard, CDI 
president, Karine Guldemann, 
Director of the ELLE Foundation 
and Gisèle Wertheim Aymés, Isiko 
Media Director and ELLE publisher, 
engaged with the four semi-� nalists, 
and got to understand their social 
entrepreneurial vision and products.

Sibhale, a creative platform that 
is changing the African narrative 
through illustrations; All Women 
Recycling, a trendy yet practical 
eco-friendly box manufacturer; 

‘The Impact2 Forum is a cycle of international events engaging business leaders, policymakers and financial institutions dedicated                     to the promotion of social entrepreneurship worldwide’

THE WINNER

Thato Kgatlhanye, 
of Rethaka Trading, 

crowned South 
Africa ELLE Imapct2 

winner 

THE JUDGES

The ELLE South Africa 
Impact2 judges are some of 
this country’s most inspiring 
business leaders 

In mid-February, four inspiring 
female entrepreneurs gathered at 
the Peech Hotel, and presented their 
working business product to an 
esteemed panel of judges, in the hope 
of becoming South Africa’s ELLE 
Impact2 winner, and our competing 
representative at the global Forum.

The Impact2 Forum is a cycle 
of international events engaging 
business leaders, policymakers and 
� nancial institutions dedicated to the 
promotion of social entrepreneurship 
worldwide. Since 2012, Le Comptoir 
de L’Innovation (CDI – a leading 
social investments company operating 
in France and the U.S. promoting 
and investing in the development of 
social enterprises worldwide) has been 
gathering more than 1 000 decision 
makers from more than 50 countries 
in Paris’ City Hall. This year, nine 
international ELLE editions (India, 
U.S., France, Canada, Italy, Sweden, 
Belgium, U.K. and South Africa) 
were tasked with picking a winner. 

Social entrepreneurial 
spirit comes to the fore at 
the ELLE Impact² Awards 
final round of judging in 
Johannesburg, where the 
winner will represent ELLE 
South Africa at the global 
event in Paris in April

MAKING AN IMPACT
R E P O R T B A C K

RADAR_Impact Awards.indd   40 2016/03/02   10:59 AM
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RADAR

Subz, maker of underwear with 
clippable and washable sanitary pads 
at an affordable price; and Rethaka 
Trading’s solar-powered backpacks 
were presented on the day, and one 
South African winner was chosen. 

Thato Kgatlhanye is the 
co-founder of Rethaka Trading and 
the innovative initiative Repurpose 
Schoolbags. Seeing a greater vision for 
her future, Kgatlhanye didn’t want to 
be stuck looking for a job, and instead 
conceptualised something that would 
not only enable sustainable jobs, but 
also up-skill people. Passionate about 
helping underprivileged pupils, with 
little access to certain resources, such 
as schoolbags, she realised that many 
of them also have to walk a long way 
to get to school. It also struck a chord 
in her that sometimes these very kids 
leave and arrive home when it’s dark, 
and are at risk of getting hit by cars 
due to lack of visibility, and as such 
a solar-powered backpack idea was a 

 Forum is a cycle of international events engaging business leaders, policymakers and financial institutions dedicated                     to the promotion of social entrepreneurship worldwide’

practical one. Made from 20 recycled 
plastic shopping bags that have been 
repurposed into a textile, the backpacks 
are � tted with retro-re� ective material, 
to increase visibility, and a solar panel 
that charges while the pupil walks to 
and from school. It also doubles as a 
light source at night when they need to 
study at home. 

At 23, she started her business with 
four employees; today, it has grown 
to employ 15. Through her work, she 
hopes to build an empire that is not 
only driven by pro� t but gets its pro� t 
from doing good, ‘I want to do more 
with less, and I want to show that 
even though I come from Rustenburg 
I plan to take on Silicon Valley.’

As the South African winner, 
Kgatlhanye receives three months’ 
support from CDI, including 20 
hours of coaching on strategic and 
� nancial issues, and networking 
opportunities during the Impact2 
Forum, which she will attend, as 

THE ENTREPRENEURS

Ruramai Musekiwa,  
Sue Barnes, Lynn 

Worsley and Thato 
Kgatlhanye

T H E  E L L E  I M P A C T ²  S E M I - F I N A L I S T S
Three other worthy semi-fi nalists showcased their social entrepreneurial spirit in Johannesburg

Ruramai Musekiwa is the founder of social 
enterprise Sibahle (We Are Beautiful), 
which uses creative outlets to produce 
a positive African narrative. As a graphic 
designer and illustrator by trade, she has 
produced the popular Sibahle portrait 
series of illustrations of some of the most 
inspiring women from the continent, 
including Academy Award-winning actress, 
Lupita Nyong’o. For Ruramai, having an 
impact is all about encouraging others 
to get in touch with their inner beauty.  
Sibahle also produces children’s books with 
illustrations that carry an African aesthetic 
and empowerment activations for young 
women. ‘With Sibahle I am trying to leave 
the kind of legacy that reminds people 
to celebrate their inner beauty and the 
vibrancy of our beautiful continent.’

Lynn Worsley is the founder of small 
business All Women Recycling, which trains 
women to manufacture the klinketyklinkbox, 
a trendy yet practical eco-friendly box, made 
out of two-litre bottles sold in gift stores 
here and abroad (Germany, Switzerland, 
U.K. and Australia). In addition, the company 
empowers women by teaching them life, 
business and sales skills. ‘For me, impact is 
working together as a community to build up 
a value chain so women can find the voice to 
stand up for themselves.’

Mother-of-two Sue Barnes started her 
business Subz when she discovered that 
many girls in her area were missing out on 
school because they did not have access to 
sanitary pads. ‘As a mother of two daughters, 
diagnosed with dyslexia, I realised that they 
would really struggle to catch up if they had 
to miss school.’ Through Subz, she designs 
underwear with clippable and washable 
sanitary pads at an affordable price. When 
Sue thinks about making an impact, she looks 
at it as working hard to keep as many girls in 
school as possible because she believes that 
women deserve an equal chance at getting a 
good education. This business, she adds, has 
opened her up to a new world and shown her 
that she can stand on her own two feet. £

part of her all-expense paid prize, 
and present her sustainable product 
before an international winner is 
chosen. The grand prize includes 
a year’s coaching on strategic and 
� nancial issues by CDI, free access to 
the international of� ces and incubator 
programmes (in Paris, Austin, 
Hong Kong, Tunis, Casablanca, 
Johannesburg, Cape Town and San 
Francisco), networking opportunities, 
and privilege access to � nancers. 
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I hadn’t missed a day of gym all year 
and I was feeling particularly good 
about myself. There was a bounce 
in my step, as though I walked on 
bubbles � lled with superior air. I 
fantasised about my future six-pack, 
how it would shock my friends. 
In� dels the lot of them! I pictured 
myself visiting a doctor for a routine 
health check: ‘I don’t know how you 
do it Mali, I haven’t seen a man of 
your age with such good numbers,’ 
she would say, stunned by my perfect 
health score. 

Okay, in the interest of full 
disclosure, I should mention that 
it was the second week of January, 
and we were only nine days into the 
year, and into my new gym routine. 
But, nine consecutive gym days is 
a huge event in my life. Admittedly, 
that good feeling is one I’ve felt every 
January for the last decade, as I make 
my return to gym and promise myself 
to still be there in winter with the 
‘summer-bodies-are-built-in-winter’ 
crowd, only to check out long before 
Valentine’s Day. This year will be 
different, of course! 

But I digress, on this particularly 
brilliant day as I stepped out of my 
block of � ats, I ran into Anna, a 
friend with whom I’d done quite a bit 
of late-night partying last year. She 
noticed that I was on my way to gym. 
It could have been my dress code, or 
perhaps my self-satis� ed stride now 
that I was once again a member of 
the physically active class. Without 
any prompting on my part, Anna 
immediately informed me that she 

too had been running everyday and 
had not touched cigarettes since the 
beginning of the year.

Her declaration felt like déjà vu; 
often when I announce to friends, 
acquaintances and colleagues that 
I’ve started a journey towards a 
healthier lifestyle, they almost always 
immediately tell me about all their 
new healthy habits. One of my friends 
who is prone to exaggeration takes 
it a step further and tries to upstage 
me. When I told her one January that 
I had started going to gym, suddenly 
she had been running up Cape 
Town’s Lion’s Head every day since 
the previous year. When I started 
doing Vinyasa yoga, it turned out 
she had been going to Bikram yoga 
(26 postures in a 40°C-heated studio) 
for weeks. When I went vegetarian, 
she suddenly couldn’t remember the 
last time she ate meat, eggs, or drank 
milk, ‘I guess in a way I’ve been 
practically vegan for a while,’ said 
Ms Hyperbole.

It struck me that healthy behaviour 
has � nally solidi� ed its place as the 
new status symbol. And it comes with 
the usual competition and private 
clubs. It’s a game I’ve played as well 
in the past. Many years ago, after 
my � rst attempt at a vegetarian diet, 
I felt pressure to move on to a vegan 
diet. I convinced myself it was for 

There’s nothing wrong with 
a little healthy competition,  
writes Malibongwe Tyilo

HEALTHIER 
THAN THOU

E L L E  F E L L A

RADAR
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ethical reasons, that the egg and milk 
industries were torturous to animals. 
In reality, I wanted a diet to feel 
smug about. Trust me, this is never a 
good reason to go vegan. Less than a 
month into veganism I attempted to 
move onto a diet that would make me 
feel truly untouchable: raw veganism. 
Not only would I be the healthiest, 
I would be the personi� cation of 
willpower and clean ethical eating. I 
didn’t last a week before that house of 
cards came crashing down as I found 
myself at a 24-hour fast food joint, 
at midnight, ordering a bacon cheese 
and egg double burger with a side 
order of cheesy fries, thinking ‘how 
the mighty have fallen.’ 

That said, I’ve made peace with the 
competitive side of healthful living. In 
fact, I think it’s a good thing. There’s 
that old saying, you can judge a man 
by the company he keeps. Although 
I’m not one for clichés – especially 
ones that are so gender speci� c – I 
don’t doubt the in� uence of the 
company one keeps, and vice versa. 
Although we are individuals, we are 
also members of teams by default, 
whether it’s one’s family, colleagues 
or friendship circles. We all have a 
part to play within those teams. Our 
habits, whether good or bad, affect 
those around us. Although it’s not 
the ideal motivation, I could think of 
a few things worse than picking up 
healthy habits just to compete with 
my friends, family or colleagues. 
Now, if we could only � gure out how 
to make this healthful competition 
vibe last through winter. £

@malibongwe
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1 of 2 Thalgo Prodige des 
Océans Essence valued

at R2 826 each

WIN

1 Lumière classic couture 
jewellery hamper valued 

at R5 000

WIN
1 Olinia beauty box
valued at R5 000

WIN
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I N N E R

C I R C L E
GET YOUR MONTHLY MENU OF DISCOUNTED OFFERS 

AND TREATS, CONNECT WITH OUR COMMUNITY, 
AND GET INSIDER ACCESS TO ALL THINGS FASHION, 

BEAUTY AND CULTURE!

1 Ginkgo Tranquillity 
Treatment for two valued 

at R5 000 

WIN

jewellery hamper valued 

Go online for details of the hampers and how to enter

STAY IN THE ELLE KNOW ANYTIME, EVERYWHERE.

1 Clarks Shoes gift 
voucher valued at R5 000

WIN
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H
EN THE CLOUDS ROLL IN…

46

48

52

t h e  s l i p  d r e s s

k e y  b u y s

d e c o d e d

It 
m

ay
 no

t fe
el like it now, but the new season is upon us, serving as the perfect opportunity to get those transitional pieces we love, to work harder 
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SHOPPING

THE SLIP 
DRESS
Maximise your simple slip dress’ 
wearability by layering with 
unexpected separates 

H O W  T O  W E A R

Trapeze bra top, R500, and dress, R350, both Forever 21; pyjama shirt, 
R399, Zara; earrings, R129, Accessorize; mules, R1 899, Vince Camuto

T a k e  i n s p i r a t i o n  f r o m  t h e 
p y j a m a  t r e n d  b y  m i x i n g  s i l k s , 
l a c e  a n d  f l o w i n g  f a b r i c s  f o r  a 
d r e s s e d - u p  d a y t i m e  l o o k
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Top, R1 000, Witchery; dress, R800, Topshop; jacket, R3 799, H&M; 
earrings, R129, Accessorize; shoes, R1 300, Aldo

G i v e  a  p r e t t y  f l o r a l  a n d  l a c e 
s l i p  a  ‘ 9 0 s  g r u n g e  e d g e  w i t h 
c h e c k s  a n d  a  s i l k y  b o m b e r 

L a y e r  w i t h  l e a t h e r  a n d 
l a c e  f o r  a  c o n t r a s t e d 
t o u g h - m e e t s - f e m i n i n e 
l o o k

M a k e  a  l o n g e r  s l i p  w o r k 
f o r  a  s h o r t e r  f r a m e 
b y  e m p h a s i s i n g  y o u r 
s h o u l d e r s  a n d  w a i s t
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Dress, R1 000, Zara; shirt (around waist), R800, Mango; jacket, R3 000, G-Star Raw; 
earrings, R129, Accessorize

Top, R500, and dress, R1 000, 
both Forever New; jersey (around 
waist), R1 250, Fee Red at 
Nicci Boutique; earrings, R129, 
Accessorize; sneakers, R460, Zara

Shopping_How to.indd   47 2016/03/02   11:17 AM
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W E A R  W I T H
1. Dress, R11 390, Sonia Rykiel at Maison Mara
2.  Wool hat, R900, Accessorize
3. Bag, R48 400, Gucci 
4.  Boots, R2 750, Tsakiris Mallas at Castelo
5. Ripped jeans, R900, Mango
6. Sunglasses, R1 885, Dolce&Gabbana at Luxottica
7.  Heels, R1 249, Country Road
8.  Slogan tee, R300, All About Eve at Stuttafords
9. Sequined top, R900, Mango
10. Pleated skirt, R750, H&M

Your go-to piece for throwing over textures, 
longer-lengths and light wash denim. Team 

with mismatched prints and hints of shine to 
elevate its appeal

Cardigan, R1 219, River Island

1

2

3

4

5 7

8

9

10

6
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SHOPPING
T R E N DTHE TAPERED TROUSERS

1

9

5

W E A R  W I T H
1. Light-weight coat, R1 400, Trenery
2. Leather jacket, R3 000, Forever New
3. Shirt, R500, Poetry
4. Heels, R1 300, Steve Madden
5.  Jersey, R2 300, Diesel
6.  Brogues, R2 300, G-Star Raw
7 . Denim shirt, R2 200, Replay
8.  Spectacles, R2 740, Prada at Luxottica
9. Bag, R1 250, Charles & Keith
10. Trench, R6 900, Karen Millen

4

3

6

THE TAPERED

2

7

8

10

Trousers, R850, Topshop

Dressed up with heels and an unexpected knit, 
or down and layered with a crisp white or denim 

shirt and that all important leather cover-up. 
It’s a win-win!

SHOPS_The trend.indd   49 2016/03/04   9:38 AM
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SHOPPING

4

10

5
7

6
8

9
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W E A R  W I T H
1. Bag, R9 430, Kenzo at Maison Mara
2. Belt, R3 520, Max Mara
3. Pleated pants, R900, Mango
4. Jersey, R2 200, Diesel
5. Boots, R800, Aldo
6. Ring, R499 (for a set), Mimco
7. Ribbed top, R350, Witchery
8. Sneakers, R2 900, States X SWASH Puma
9. Corduroy pinafore, R850, Topshop
10. Sunglasses, R2 195, Ray-Ban at Sunglass Hut
11. Leather pants, R2 800, H&M

2

Jacket, R1 300, Silent Theory 

This ‘90s favourite is back! Pair it with textures 
(corduroy, printed wool, micro pleats and lighter 

shades of leather) for a cool grunge appeal 

1

3

11

 at Brand Collective
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Available at selected retailers and Converse Sandton & Gateway stores
www.converse-sa.co.za

The Chuck Taylor All Star II Sodalite Blue
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SHOPPING

A D V E N T U R E S

Inspired by travel, and a passion for creativity, Banana Republic continues to grow its 
reach and appeal as a global fashion brand  

A  N E W  D A Y
T H E  FA L L  2 0 1 5  C O L L E C T I O N  I S  A 

N O D  T O  S O M E  O F  T H E  F I R S T  P I E C E S 
S O L D  B Y  T H E  Z I E G L E R S ,  I N C L U D I N G 

A N  O L I V E  G R E E N  J U M P S U I T , 
R E F L E C T I N G  T H E  B R A N D ’ S  W I L D 

A N D  U N C O N V E N T I O N A L  E A R LY  D AY S 
B U T  I N  A  M O D E R N  C O N T E X T .  £

GENERATION RETAIL
The first Banana Republic store 
opens its doors in sunny California’s 
Mill Valley, with a travel-themed 
catalogue – the travelogue. The 
talked about journals feature 
adventure-inspired content, 
reviewed by the popular 
contributors who study the pieces. 

     
FASHION

GROWING THE 
REACH
In 1983, Gap Inc. buys the brand, 
and begins to grow its reach 
outside of the USA, and 13 years 
later it expands its offering with 
footwear, fine leather goods, 
home accessories, jewellery, and 
fragrance, bath and body lines.   

A MOD 
COLLABORATION 
Paying homage to ‘60s mod styles, 
the Spring 2013 collection draws 
inspiration from television series 
Mad Men, and is co-designed by 
the show’s Emmy Award-winning 
stylist Janie Bryant. The capsule 
collection’s campaign is fronted by 
Coco Rocha, and includes pieces for 
men, too.

D E C O D E D

IN THE BEGINNING
Scouting for, cleaning up, and 
selling vintage military surplus 
clothing inspired writer Mel and 
his wife, artist Patricia Ziegler to 
launch Banana Republic in 1978. 
Well-tailored, using the best fabric, 
these pieces are also collected 
from the couple’s travels. Primarily 
manufactured for men, the couple 
and the design team rework the 
pieces for the female consumer.

Shops Decodedgreen.indd   52 2016/03/02   11:33 AM



Winner Hair Wash Category.
Survey of 5 000 people

by Nielsen.
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TRESEMME.CO.ZA

Salon-quality formula reinforces hair’s 
natural protective barrier for healthy-looking 
hair that stands up to styling.

NEW 

* Nielsen market sales volume, SA Caucasian Hair category. 12mm Oct 2015
** When using Shampoo & Conditioner as a system vs non-conditioning Shampoo

TRESEMME.CO.ZA

Salon-quality formula reinforces hair’s 
natural protective barrier for healthy-looking 
hair that stands up to styling.
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As ELLE South 
Africa celebrates 
its 20th birthday, 20 
trailblazing South African 
music creatives reveal 
what it is about their art, 
fashion and life that keeps 
them inspired

dance again
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The thing about music is that… It’s a 
special kind of magic.
What’s your go-to party track? Nick 
Holder’s Summer Daze.
Each time you take to the stage what are 
you reminded of? Mostly of how I always 
wanted to be on stage, and how there 
might be another Black Coffee down 
there by the stage today… It’s a space I 
never take for granted. 
What are your top three items you 
pack for your short international trips/
performances? My laptop, my 
headphones and a lot of shoes.
What’s your most treasured music 
possession? My laptop.
If you could play back-to-back with 
any DJ, alive or deceased, who would it 
be and why? I’ve been blessed with 
an amazing career, I’ve played in 
incredible places around the world, 
and with a lot of producers and DJs 
that I admired growing up; I admire 
Joe Claussell and played back-to-
back with him in Amsterdam; I never 
thought I’d play with Kerri Chandler, 
we did in Ibiza… [Ed’s note: we asked 
if he would have wanted to play back-
to-back with the late great Frankie 
Knuckles, and he said: 'that would 
have been amazing!’]
If you could create music for one 
designer’s fashion show (South African or 
international) who would it be? Locally, 
Marianne Fassler because when I 
started in the industry I was part 
of the group SHANA and we were 
asked to perform during her show. 
It was the � rst time I was exposed to 
her work, and that memory remains. 
Internationally, I love what Acne 
Studios is doing right now. DSquared 
(they love house music and they come 
to some of my gigs) and Givenchy. 

COVER

What’s your life philosophy? I don’t really 
have one, I think if there is one thing 
I want to do in life is to be successful. 
Although I feel strongly about where 
we come from as South African 
black people, where our history put 
us. We get stuck in a world where 
you forget about your own dreams, 
your own growth; you don’t think 
of owning your own house because 
you have to take care of your family. 
I’d like that to be reversed so that my 
kids won’t have to even think that 
they need to get me anything. I think 
that is the battle that is not spoken of 
that’s keeping most of the black kids 
chained. We are free in any other 
way but imprisoned by that. People 
feel guilty and always look after their 
family. Ask any black kid if they win 
the lottery what they want to do? 
And it’s always to buy a house for 
their mother. That needs to change. 

What’s the greatest lesson you can impart 
on SA’s future musical talent? Patience. 
I remember at 18 I thought I was the 
dopest DJ; at 21 I was so sure 
I was ready, and that there was no one 
better than me. But it takes time for 
things to happen, and it’s for a reason. 
And when I look back, I know one of 
the reasons it took me so much longer 
to get to where I am today is because I 
was being prepared for the journey. I 
was being grounded, humbled, I was 
getting ready... I appreciate it because 
I’ve had the patience to wait for it. 
What do you consider to be your greatest 
gift? My wife gave me an award for 
my birthday: Best Father, and I have 
many awards at home, but this is the 
most precious one. The other greatest 
gift I have is the gift of music.

B L A C K  C O F F E E
i s  E L L E’s  2 0 t h  a n n ive rsa r y  i s s u e ’s  cove r  st a r, 

a n  awa rd -w i n n i n g  m u s i c i a n  a n d  i n te r n a t i o n a l ly 
a cc l a i m e d  DJ.  He  re l e a s e d  h i s  b r i l l i a n t  P i e ce s  o f  Me 

i n  2 01 5,  a n d  i s  b r i n g i n g  h i s  c re a t iv i ty  to  t h e  g l o b a l 
st a g e  o n e  d e st i n a t i o n  a t  a  t i m e
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Complete this sentence: Music is… 
My life.
The first three things you pack in your bag 
before you leave Joburg? My computer, 
my phone and my toothbrush.
Which artist/producer would you like 
to collaborate with? Gold� sh and 
internationally Calvin Harris and 
Taylor Swift.
What’s your hidden talent? I can stand 
on the back of a cantering horse.
If you could appear on Broadway, which 
character would you like to play? Sandy 
from Grease!
Who are your top three designers (local or 
international)? Ryan Keys, David Tlale 
and Olivier Rousteing. 
What qualities do you admire in a partner? 
Honesty, loyalty, respect, kindness 
and ambition. 
What’s your go-to track that is sure to get 
you dancing? My latest single, Falling, 
of course! 
What’s your birthday wish for ELLE SA? 
Many more years of success!
What’s the biggest faux pas you have 
made so far? I accidentally tripped over 
the power cord walking on stage to 
sing and killed all the sound. Since 
then, I’ve learned to exercise extreme 
caution while getting on and off the 
stage, and to choose my shoes wisely!

Take us back to that moment when you 
fell in love with music. There was always 
music playing, and my mother, her 
sisters and the cousins all sang in 
a choir. When I think back now, I 
remember hearing Brenda Fassie’s 
Istraight Le Ndaba, and it having 
an effect on me. Its message was 
considered risqué, badass and Joburg-
like, and was so removed from my 
pastoral and rural surroundings (at 
the time I lived in Alice) that I was 
immediately drawn to it. I sang it all 
the time. I didn’t even know what it 
was about. But it moved me.

 
i s  a n  a cco m p l i s h e d  e q u e st r i a n  a n d  a  t a l e n te d 
m u s i c i a n ,  w h o  h a s  co l l a b o ra te d  w i t h  B l a c k 
C o f fe e  o n  I  Wi l l  Fi n d  Yo u .  S h e  i s  h a rd  a t  wo r k 
co m p l et i n g  h e r  E P,  w h i c h  s h e  re co rd e d  i n  L A 
w i t h  D a n i e l  He a t h  ( w h o  p ro d u ce d  L a n a  D e l  R ey ’s 
Yo u n g  a n d  B e a u t i fu l  a n d  B l u e  Je a n s ) 

N A K H A N E  T O U R É
i s  a  S A M A  awa rd -w i n n i n g  m u s i c i a n  a n d  t h e 
a u t h o r  o f  P i g g y  B oy  B l u e s .  He  i s  a l s o  t h e 
fe a t u re d  vo ca l i st  o n  B l a c k  C o f fe e ’s  t h u m p i n g 
t ra c k ,  We  D a n ce  Ag a i n

@NAKHANETOURE
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What were you doing when you were 20? 
I was out of art school, and working 
at a music store, which at the time 
seemed depressing, but I know now 
that it was such a needed lesson in 
everything music-related. I learned 
to play guitar seriously. But most 
importantly, I started writing songs.
How would you define your style? 
In� uenced by the French New Wave 
actors, mostly in Godard � lms, with a 
splash of contemporary South Africa.
Which historical figures (local or 
international) do you most identify with? 
Busi Mhlongo, James Baldwin, 
Arthur Russell and Sello Duiker.    
What or who is the greatest love of your 
life? My work. It is in everything I do. 
I think about it all the time. I’m doing 
it all the time.

P E T I T E  N O I R
( b o r n  Ya n n i c k  I l u n g a )  d e s c r i b e s  h i s  sty l e  a s  n o i r wave  –  a  New  Wave 
t a ke  o n  A f r i ca ’s  t ra d i t i o n a l  p o ly r hy t h m i c  s o u n d .  H i s  b re a ko u t  E P,  Ki n g 
o f  A n x i e ty,  a n d  h i s  f u l l - l e n g t h  d e b u t ,  L a  Vi e  Es t  B e l l e/ L i fe  i s  B e a u t i fu l , 
re l e a s e d  i n  2 01 5,  a re  a  m e l t i n g  p ot  o f  i n f l u e n ce s.  G row i n g  u p  i n  C a p e 
Tow n ,  a n d  n ow  l iv i n g  m o st ly  i n  L o n d o n ,  t h e  24 -ye a r- o l d  i s  d e fi n i n g  a 
g l o b a l  s o u n d

How would you describe your sound? It’s a mixture of sounds, my in� uences, and 
the sound of where I’ve been in my life and where I come from. It’s very rooted 
and very fundamental. 
What kind of genre or artist inspires you? All kinds.
What are the five things you cannot live without? My guitar, my computer, my 
camera, my favourite black coat and my favourite book.
Who did you listen to when you were growing up? Michael Jackson.
Are there any South African or African artists that you would love to work with? Yes, 
Alifa Kature from Mali; The Soil and Something Soweto. 
Is there a song you wish you had written? Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye. 
What piece of advice would give to your younger self? I wouldn’t. Take life as it is. If I 
had changed it back then I wouldn’t be where I am now. 
If we were to open your iTunes account, what five songs would we see on your recently 
played list? Tame Impala, Cause I’m A Man; Marvin Gaye, Let’s Get It On; 
Kanye West, Fade; Tabu Ley, Pitie; Foals, London Thunder.
Best advice you have received from a woman? Think before you speak. 

What is your greatest extravagance? 
Apple products.
If you had to throw an epic party, 
who would make the guest list? I’ll 
only include people who are still 
alive: Maria McCloy, Thandiswa 
Mazwai, David Byrne, Joni Mitchell, 
Annie Clark (St. Vincent), my 
boyfriend, all the guys from the 
band TV on the Radio and all 
the guys from Wild Beasts.
And who would play at the party? 
Tshepang Ramoba, for sure! He is an 
incredible DJ.
What is your birthday message for ELLE 
South Africa? Keep up the good work.

@PETITENOIRKVLT
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L I N D I W E  S U T T L E
st a r te d  o u t  i n  t h e  f a s h i o n  i n d u st r y 
a n d  t h e n  sw i tc h e d  to  m u s i c ,  w i t h 
h e r  2 014  d e b u t  a l b u m ,  Ka m i ka ze 
A rt .  Wi t h  a  p a s s i o n  fo r  b ot h ,  s h e 
i s  reg a rd e d  a s  a  sty l e  i co n  a n d  a 
s u cce s s f u l  p e r fo r m i n g  a r t i st

Best birthday present ever received? The 
love of the people that think of me 
that day.
A good night consists of? Dinner with 
friends and interesting conversation, 
or dinner with my partner, re� ecting 
on the day. Watching an art house 
� lm or reading. I love good literature 
and, to be honest, I need eight hours 
sleep at night.
Favourite song to hear on the radio right 
now? If you want to listen to good 
music, and there is still very good 
music around, it is unlikely that you 
will � nd it on the radio. 
People like you because? I am just 
trying to be real. If people like me 
as I am, � ne, if not, then this is their 
problem. Not everybody will like you 
all the time.
Vintage or high-street? It depends. I 
grew up collecting vintage pieces and 
still do so today.
Heels or flats? Depends as well! I like 
cowboy boots and a high heel for the 
right moment.
Favourite dress-up theme? Rock ´n Roll, 
baby, for sure!
Dresses or dress suits? Whatever I am 
in the mood for. Getting dressed 
always depends on your mood, the 
weather, the event.
About growing old? Life is a journey and 
a constant learning process. If you 
get older and stay curious, you will 
hopefully get wiser. I am very curious 
what my future life with all the ups 
and downs will teach me.

D J  Z I N H L E
rose to fame with her 2012 hit  My Name Is ,  and continues to 
bring house music to the masses 

Complete this sentence: music makes… Me happy! 
What’s your go-to track? Anything by Luther [Vandross].
What’s the strangest request you’ve ever been asked while 
playing? I am a house DJ so anytime I get a hip-hop 
request I never quite understand it.
What do you loathe most about social media? How much time 
it wastes.
What’s your hidden talent? I can do my own make-up 
very well.
Who or what inspires you? My friends.
How has music influenced your style? It has given me the 
freedom to express myself, and because I am a DJ, I feel 
like people don’t judge me too much for what I wear.
Words to live by? You are the master of your own destiny. 
Whether you believe you can be great or believe you 
can’t, you are right.
What do you love most about your circle of friends? They are a 
bunch of inspired people, and we can speak on the phone 
for an hour just dreaming and inspiring each other.
Who in your opinion is the greatest woman to have lived? I 
don’t have a speci� c woman in mind as I am always 
drawn to any women who understand their power.

@DJZINHLE
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is  known for its  eclectic  blend of  soul  and house,  with J- Something on vocals, 
Dr.  Duda on production and Mo-T on trumpet.  Releasing chart-topping hits 
since their  debut five years ago,  the band is  known to g et  every crowd moving

Growing up, what was your dream career?
Mo-T: From the age of two I knew I wanted to become 
a trumpeter.
J-Something: Music, no doubt! I never thought it 
was possible!
Dr. Duda: A well-known producer/musician.
What has been your career ‘a-ha’ moment so far?
Mo-T: My late dad was the reason I fell in love with music, 
so we can call that my ‘a-ha’ moment.
J-Something: The people. I still ask: how is it possible that 
people are so supportive of our lives and dreams? It’s such 
a blessing.
Dr. Duda: Travelling the world and receiving so much love 
for our style of music.

If you could change one thing about being famous, what would 
it be?
Mo-T: The sleepless nights because we are always on the 
road, and hardly spend time at home, but I am enjoying 
every moment.
J-Something: Mmm … less interest in my personal life.  
Dr. Duda: Let everyone listen to only good music.
Speaking of birthdays, what’s the best thing about it?
Mo-T: The best thing would be the gifts I get from loved 
ones and the beautiful messages.
J-Something: A reminder of the people that helped me get 
to where I am at today.
Dr. Duda: Receiving gifts, and also a reminder that you are 
getting older.
What song will always make you get off your seat and dance?
Mo-T: Barman featuring DJ Tira and Big Nuz.
J-Something: Barman featuring DJ Tira and Big Nuz.
Dr. Duda: Heavenly Sent.
What’s your signature drink?
Mo-T: I love water with lemon.
J-Something: Soda water, and I like soda and lime when 
I’m turning up... hahaha!
Dr. Duda: Still water.
What is your motto?
Mo-T: Work like a slave to live like a king.
J-Something: Happiness! Chase HAPPINESS!
Dr. Duda: As you long as you are happy.
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K Y L E  D E U T S C H
i s  a  fo r m e r  S A  Id o l ’s  f i n a l i st  t u r n e d 
co n te m p o ra r y  a r t i st  f ro m  D u r b a n ,  w h o s e  d e b u t 
s i n g l e ,  B a ck  to  t h e  B e a ch ,  m a d e  u s  swo o n 
t h i s  p a st  s u m m e r.  Ky l e  i s  a l s o  d re a m i n g  o f 
co l l a b o ra t i n g  w i t h  s o m e  o f  t h e  wo r l d ’s  b i g g e st 
n a m e s,  b u t  u n t i l  t h e n  h e  co n t i n u e s  to  c re a te 
s u p e r- co o l  m u s i c

The most memorable experience of your career so far? My 
performance at The Dome with Cassper Nyovest in front 
of 20 000 people and Back To The Beach going gold.
Who would you like to collaborate with (local or international)? It 
would have to be someone who would complement me...  
someone like The Weeknd, Big Sean, Drake, Maroon Five, 
Ryan Tedder from One Republic.
Best birthday memory? My Red Indian birthday party when 
I was � ve! We went all out with teepees in the garden, loin 
clothes and feathered headpieces – it’s fresh in my mind 
after watching a home video last year some time.
What’s your hidden talent? I’m good at cooking! Sweet potato 
mash and pastas are my speciality.
Music is… Everywhere.
How would your best friend describe you? I’ve never thought 
about that… (laughter)! Can I phone a friend? Success-
driven, kind-hearted, a trendsetter, someone who carries a 
lot of weight for their friends without them asking, an over-
boiled egg (white on the outside, black at the core).
If you could meet anyone, alive or dead, who would it be? Jesus.
Your idea of a good time? Hanging out with fun-loving 
people; it doesn’t matter where we are or what we are 
doing, just people who love laughter and having a really 
great time.
Any advice you would give your 20-year-old self? Do everything. 
Don’t turn down opportunities, express yourself, and if 
you can avoid it (unless he or she is perfect) don’t be in 
a relationship.

N A N D I  M N G O M A
i s  a  c re a t ive  s p i r i t ,  b ra n d 

a m b a s sa d o r,  a c t re s s  a n d  s i n g e r, 
w h o s e  a p p e a l  i s  b eyo n d  b o rd e rs

What have you always wanted to 
achieve as a musician? To be an 
international musician that 
represents my continent. I really 
want to break boundaries as a 
musician – on the continent and 
around the world.
If you could work with anyone, who 
would it be? My dream is to work 
with talents like Sade, Jamiroquai, 

Beyoncé, Kanye 
West, Pharrell 
Williams, 
Stevie Wonder 
and Kendrick 
Lamar. I love 
these artists 

because they are innovative and 
dare to be different, and I believe in 
that as a musician.
Who do you admire the most? My 
parents! I have the best parents 
anyone could ask for. And the older 
I get, the more I’m in awe of all the 
things they had sacri� ced for their 
children to live a better life.
Say you had a magic wand to 
transform yourself into any outfit… 
You would be wearing? Queen Nandi’s 
out� t. The beautiful traditional, 
rich attire that they wore in the 
1800s was incredibly regal.
What has been your favourite birthday? 
Last year, I was in a beautiful 
location with my partner, by the 
beach and it was all a surprise. My 
partner spoils me!
What is your motto? ‘Who was she? 
And what did she do? She was 
herself. And she did it all.’
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 @KYLE_DEUTSCH

@NANDIMNGOMA 
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Tell us about your music style, and what 
you hope to do with your music…
Carla: We make dance music by 
fusing African and electronic. The 
aim is to lift people – lift their spirits 
up, and to lift their butts out of 
their seats. 
Aero: The style is electronic; some 
European friends call it kasi electro 
since they know that kasi means 
township. The plan is to spread the 
music we make all over the world.
What does music mean to you?
Aero: Music is a universal language; it 
doesn’t matter where you come from 
or the colour of your skin. It resonates 
with everyone. 
Spoek: It’s one of the best ways to 
bring people together, and a perfect 
companion if you’re lonely.
What is your current state of mind?
Carla: Optimistic.
Aero: Musical.
Spoek: Reborn.

What is your biggest extravagance? 
Carla: I always � nd a way to travel the 
world... Also, my boyfriend’s kisses.
Spoek: New socks.
Aero: Going to the spa. 
What excites you most about being a 
young creative from the continent?
Carla: Everybody is so proud, 
determined and enthusiastic about 
whatever it is that they do. The drive 
and passion of young creatives is so 
powerful, you can feel the buzz in the 
air. It’s super inspiring.
Aero: Being able to do whatever I want 
to do in life. Viva Mandela!

 
i s  a  h o u s e  a n d  A f r i ca n  m u s i c  b a n d  fe a t u r i n g 
S p o e k  M a t h a m b o,  A e ro  M a nye l o  a n d  C a r l a 
Fo n s e ca ,  w h o s e  a l b u m ,  Mu s i ca  d e  Te r ra , 
l a u n c h e s  i n  M ay

Do you remember consciously falling in 
love with music? 
Carla: I remember hearing a choir 
singing Ave Maria in a theatre when 
I was very young. The echoes and 
angelic sounds de� nitely took me to 
another world. 
Aero: My father had a great collection 
of music, so I grew up listening to 
some beautiful tunes that he used to 
play. He still collects great music.
Spoek: I remember listening to my 
mother singing to me, that’s when I 
� rst fell in love with music.
What were you doing when you were 20, 
and how have you grown since then? 
Carla: I was in the process 
of completing my Theatre & 
Performance degree at UCT. I am 
now a practicing performance artist, 
theatre director, actress and musician. 
Aero: Promoting my music on the 
streets of Jozi and across the country; 
and now I am doing the same thing 
but all over the world.
Spoek: I was making music, studying 
at college, macking via sms… I’ve 
grown by two jean sizes since then.  PH
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G O O D L U C K
is  one of  S A’s  most  exciting 

electronic l ive bands,  with 
Juliet  Harding on vocals  and 

Ben Peters on production. 
Their  collaboration 

with Dutch extraordinaire 
producer,  De Hofnar,  on 

Back in the Day ,  has 
cemented their  bri l l iance on a 

global  level 

What’s the one characteristic you are 
most attracted to? 
Juliet: Con� dence.
What is your idea of contentment? 
Juliet: Waking up every day loving 
what you do and who you spend 
your time with. Making sure there 
is a lot of nature always close by and 
enjoying every experience, no matter 
how small… And yes, even � nding 
joy in the sad times.
If you could collaborate with any musician, 
alive or deceased, who would it be? 
Juliet: For me, Dusty Spring� eld.
For Ben, the list will probably be long.
What’s your greatest regret? 
Juliet: I don’t believe in regrets.

Complete this sentence: music is the 
reason… 
Juliet: Music is the reason. That is all.
What’s your go-to party track? 
Juliet: Ooooh, there are so many!
At the moment I absolutely love 
Major Lazer’s Lean On because it 
sounds Asian-in� uenced, and I love 
music from the East.
How do you pick your outfits per show? 
Juliet: I have an amazing stylist 
(Ferial from FCM) who helps me 
decide what to wear for bigger shows 
or festivals, but for smaller gigs I 
usually just � nd clothes that are clean 
(and that’s dif� cult when you’re 
touring) and then go from there.
Who’s your real-life hero? 
Juliet: Adele. I love how she is 
unashamedly herself in every 
possible way.
Who’s on your radar now? 
Juliet: Locally a new producer called 
Sketchy Bongo; internationally we 
have been following a lot of what 
Nora En Pure has been doing. She is 
a mega superstar in the dance world, 
and she is from Joburg originally!
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i s  o n e  o f  S o u t h  A f r i ca ’s  l e a d i n g  p rog re s s ive  j a z z  p i a n i st s  a n d  co m p o s e rs, 
k n ow n  fo r  h i s  e n g a g i n g  p e r fo r m a n ce  a p p ro a c h .  T h e  awa rd -w i n n i n g  m u s i c i a n  i s 
a l re a d y  g a i n i n g  p ro m i n e n ce  o n  t h e  g l o b a l  st a g e

What instrument do you wish you could play? Drums. I can play a little... I love the 
rhythmic aspect of music, and any kind of drums or percussion from any part 
of the world really moves me, and inspires a lot of my piano playing.   
What’s been your most memorable birthday experience? Probably in 2012 and 2014 
playing concerts on my birthday. 
Life without music would be... Pretty dull! I might enjoy the free time for a month 
but the restlessness will certainly come. 
What do you draw inspiration from? Anything inspiring. 
What city are you? I am an aspiring New York.
What is your hidden talent? I’m a decent virtual simulation-racing driver. Basically 
you go online and race other people in a weekly league. My gaming PC is 
equipped with a steering wheel and pedals. All great fun.  
What was your dream career as a child? I went through the usual doctor, lawyer 
and � reman phases.
Any local artists you would like to work with? I’ve worked with most (if not all) of 
the local jazz artists I could dream of, but now I would really like to collaborate 
with an interesting electronic music artist. £

What was the first genre of music you
got into? 
Ross: That’s a tough one to remember 
clearly, but mostly just what my parents 
listened to, which was quite a mix: Janis 
Joplin, Bobby McFerrin, Crosby Stills 
& Nash. I feel like the � rst genre I got 
into willingly was classical music. 
Most memorable birthday experience? 
Ross: Bungee jumping off the Storms 
River Bridge. 
What comic book hero do you identify with 
the most? 
Ross: I had to google comic book 
heroes to answer this, which shows 
my ignorance of the world of comic 
books. But I like the sound of Jamie 
Madrox… He sounds like the way my 
mind feels a lot of the time. 

B E A T E N B E R G
ex p l o d e d  o n to  t h e  l o ca l  m u s i c  s ce n e  w i t h  t h e  h i t 
W h o  i s  C h e l s e a  B l a ke m o re?  M a d e  u p  o f  M a tt h ew 

Fi e l d ,  o n  vo ca l s  a n d  g u i t a r,  R o s s  D o r k i n ,  o n  b a s s, 
a n d  R o b i n  B r i n k ,  o n  d r u m s,  t h e i r  s o u n d  i s  l o ca l ly 

ro ote d  w i t h  a  g l o b a l  a p p e a l

Beatles, Stones or The Who? 
Ross: Rob and Matt would say Beatles, 
but I watched a Stones documentary 
recently that makes me want to say 
Stones. I don’t think any of us have ever 
been into The Who.
What would you name your autobiography? 
Ross: Oh man, that’s heavy. I don’t feel 
quali� ed to answer that at this point. 
What inspires you? 
Ross: The sea and the people that I meet. 
Complete this sentence: music makes… 
Ross: Music makes us wake up every 
single morning. 
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Just under 21 years ago, I was an ambitious 
and passionate young publisher working 
for Times Media Limited. I was one of 
the youngest publishers then, and worked 
for a company that was dynamic and very 
supportive of young female talent.

Our CEO then was Roy Paulson, who had 
cut his media teeth working for the legendary 
Jim Bailey, founder of Drum. Roy was a great 
believer in the power of print, especially 
magazines, to deliver strong connections 
to readers and lucrative opportunities to 
advertisers. 

Roy called me up to his of� ce on the 11th 
floor of 13 Diagonal Street in downtown 
Joburg, where we talked about the fact that 

the French owner of ELLE had identi� ed us as a potential partner to launch a 
local edition.

Two decades ago, the only upscale glossy available on shelf as a localised edition 
was Cosmopolitan, as most international publishers/owners had adhered to the 
sanctions enforced against the apartheid regime. 

The French felt it was time to reconsider our market, and set their sights on 
becoming the first international upscale title to enter a post-apartheid South 
Africa, with an enthused François Vincens as international publishing director. 
Knowledgeable and enthusiastic about our country and the prospects a young 
democracy under an ANC government would bring, an agreement between Times 
Media and Lagardère Group, owners of ELLE, was reached.

Together with a small team initially, we spent six months developing a 
comprehensive business plan, conducting extensive research, and understanding the 
local potential and positioning for the brand, as the readers would be aspirational, 
prepared to invest in the best of beauty and fashion, and be strongly individualist 
and appreciate quality.  The readers would not be de� ned by their race, but by their 
attitude to life, and this insight still holds true today.

We had to do a lot of convincing and educating about our potential reader, and 
why fashion was of interest to many young women and is a catalyst to economic 
development – a uniform language across the world. 

We needed to innovate, stand out from the rest. We spoke about ELLE becoming 
the catalyst for more fashion brands to enter the market, as it now offered a channel 
for advertisers, which as we know has happened over time and particularly in this 
last decade.

We did something extraordinary when we brought a selection of leading 
international fashion designers straight off the runway in Paris, including Dior, 

As the inaugural and current 
publisher of ELLE South 

Africa, Gisèle Wertheim 
Aymés shares her journey

H A P P Y

20
th

E L L E 
S O U T H  A F R I C A
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Gucci, Dolce&Gabbana, Kenzo, among others, onto the runway in Nelson Mandela 
Square with the ELLE Paris Collection. A live showcasing experienced by over 
2 000 seated guests in the open under the stars. And although we launched ELLE 
with television and print ads, the PR we generated from this event was tenfold what 
any ad campaign achieved. 

We set the pace by launching with a South African model on the cover, again 
unheard of for an international magazine. By our third edition we had published 
two extraordinary covers representing our new rainbow nation, disrupting the 
industry, which traditionally only published covers with white international models 
and celebrities. That innovation earned ELLE South Africa the International Press 
Distributors Award for the best magazine launch in the world in 1996. An accolade 
only awarded once to a South African publisher. 

Other innovative projects followed. Including the ELLE Rising (Fashion) Star 
Award, together with South African Fashion Week founder Lucilla Booysen, which 
continues today. We’ve unveiled the ELLE Style Reporter Award, ushered in ELLE 
Boss, created digital platforms, actioned a virtual beauty closet, all while supporting 
local fashion and modelling talent, and more recently introduced the ELLE 
International Impact Awards, which will take local entrepreneurs to a global stage. 

We’ve used our international platform to share the experience of South Africa with 
our sister titles, and broken norms around race and racial dialogue using fashion as 
the language – the lingua franca for thousands of young South African women to 
� nd a common interest.

This is how we built ELLE, and this birthday issue is no different. We commemorate 
this 20th anniversary issue with rising international and proudly South African DJ 
Black Coffee, aka Nathi Maphumulo, and model Monique Sterling. Another � rst 
for us, and for the industry. It’s an extraordinary collaboration and a testament to the 
beautiful, dancing spirit of ELLE, and I am proud of the ELLE team for conceiving 
this unique idea and making it happen.

Now, two decades later, I am responsible for supporting a team of young and 
dynamic talent who are running with the baton to make their mark in this country, 
none of which would have been possible without the support of Lagardère Group 
in Paris, as well as the succession of staff who’ve worked on this brand and built her 
into what she is today. 

ELLE South Africa has always had amazing editors and staffers, who along with 
the commercial team, have built this brand over many years. I thank each and every 
one of you for your contribution. Today, Emilie Gambade, our editor, is supported 
by a dynamic talented team in editorial, sales and marketing. Emilie joined us as 
an intern 19 years ago, and now leads this magazine in its most challenging period 
of her life. The ELLE team is apt for the times; they are a unique combination of 
digital natives who thrive in that platform, but also adore the printed medium; they 
are talented, curious, versatile, and have the energy and vision to carry ELLE into 
her next decade. We continue to challenge all the norms of publishing, and are not 
afraid to innovate and disrupt the market, whether it’s in our content or activities. 

Today, ELLE is published in 46 countries, exists on multiple platforms, available 
in many other forms other than print, even in a coffee shop, in multiple merchandise, 
a fashion label, on radio, television, and is, by far, the most internationalised upscale 
female magazine brand in the world.

And what a pleasure and privilege it is to work with her. So happy birthday to you, 
ELLE, and many happy returns.

1996

THE 1996 TEAM

THE LAUNCH TEAM OF ELLE SOUTH AFRICA 
WITH INAUGURAL AND CURRENT PUBLISHER

GISÈLE WERTHEIM AYMÉS

And what a pleasure and privilege it is to work with her. So happy birthday to you, 
ELLE, and many happy returns.
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2016

In 1996, the South African edition of ELLE was brought into 
the world by the then publisher Gisèle Wertheim Aymés (who 
is again our publisher today). 

Two years only after the birth of our democracy, the 
magazine that carried the words ‘sexy, stylish and spirited’ 
on its cover was a daring combination of fashion (trends 
and reports straight from the international catwalks, fashion 
spreads that breathed sensuality and emancipation), beauty 
and empowering and intelligent features bursting with 
feminism and con� dence. 

It was nearing the end of the ‘90s, and the country was 
opening to a brand new world of hopes, unrestrained ideas 
and, of course, feeling of true liberation. And ELLE was 
there, every step of the way. 

A year later, I joined the magazine as an intern. Coming 
straight from the Paris headquarters, I remember my � rst day 
as a boiling burst of happiness. 

I have said it before, but ELLE South Africa, back there 
and then, was already an impossibly creative space, with a 
small-ish team (compared to the one back in Paris) working 
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together and producing a magazine in 
which South African women (and some 
men, too) would read inspiring stories, 
strong voices, and gain valuable advice. 
Following the footsteps of our � edgling 
democracy, ELLE built issue after issue, 
page after page, a magazine that would 
not only reflect its readership but also 
shape new ways of thinking, new ways of  
doing, new ways of living. New ways of 
feeling good. 

We were young and wild and everything was possible. 
There were so many things happening and yet, so many 
things to be done. The task at hand was massive, because 
beyond the exhilaration of launching a new magazine and 
the thrill of embracing the change, our role was (still is and 
will always be) to shape new and better movements. Our role 
was (still is and will always be) to make every page count, to 
use the space we have to not only be relevant but also create 
motions and changes. 

We have stumbled, we have transformed and we have 
moved forward, yet today, the values of ELLE remain 
sacrosanct: sexy, stylish and spirited in everything we do. 
Hélène Lazareff, the founder of ELLE magazine in France 
in 1945, once said: ‘I claim with ELLE seriousness in frivolity 
and irony in graveness’ – what a fabulous way to walk into life 
and, goodness, have we walked through life with seriousness 
in our frivolity and irony in our graveness. 

Twenty years ago, we were young and wild and everything 
was possible. Twenty years later, we are young and wild and 
everything is possible. Happy Birthday ELLE!

THE ROARING
TWENTIES
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Take us back to 1996 – and the ELLE South Africa cover 
– how did it make you feel? It was a pretty special year for 
me. I was 20, and at the height of my career as a model. I 
was Tom Ford’s ‘Gucci Girl’. I travelled the world to work 
with some of the most amazing photographers for the best 
magazines. Landing any cover is a thrill, but being on the 
cover of ELLE South Africa was a special moment for me. It 
felt like a nod of approval from South Africa, like I had really 
made it as a model. It was shot in South Africa, which also 
made it memorable.
What are some of your career highlights? My cameo in 
Absolutely Fabulous, where I played a bridesmaid and 
Marianne Faithfull played god, was pretty memorable. 
I rode an elephant naked on the beach in Florida for 
Bruce Weber and the Pirelli 
Calendar. Oh yes, I was also 
part of the famously banned 
Calvin Klein jean campaign 
shot by Steven Meisel. My first 
American Vogue cover was 
also such a great moment 
for me. 
What is your secret 
indulgence? Having long 
baths in the middle of the day 
when everybody else is out 
(not very exciting I know, but 
I’m a mum). 
In another life you would 
have been? South Africa’s first 
female president.
Do you still have fun being 
in front of the camera? I 
enjoy being in front of the 
camera now maybe more than 
ever. I think it’s because I’m 
finally starting to feel pretty 
comfortable in my own skin.
Looking at your life right now, and all that you have 
achieved, would you say that you are happy?
I’m definitely happy. I live in Paris (one of the most beautiful 
cities in the world), I am blessed with three wonderful kids 
and a supportive man, and I still get to model from time to 
time. Life has been kind to me, but I think that happiness 
takes work, so I work on it all the time.
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MODEL MOMENTS

Inaugural ELLE South Africa cover star and 
supermodel Georgina Grenville’s career has 
been packed with special moments, she 
shares some of them with us

GUCCI GIRL AND ELLE SOUTH AFRICA’S
 INAUGURAL COVER STAR GEORGINA GRENVILLE

LOOK WHO ELSE IS 
TURNING 20!

 1  Uptown Pump, R1 299
 2  Intensia Drop Earring, R699
 3  Night Fever Cuff, R699
 4 Cosmic Lust Cuff, R399
 5 Supernatural Mini, R2 499
 6 Symphony Clutch, R1 299
 7 Uptown Hip Bag, R2 299
 8 Wall Flower Brooch, R499
 9 Uptown Scarf, R699
 10 Jane Snake Boots, R2 999

20 x R1 000 MIMCO vouchers. 
Follow ELLE on instagram to enter! 

1

2

3

4

5
6 7

8
9 10
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(NO) MURDER ON THE DANCE FLOOR

Prevent those foot-rub desires (although they’re always welcome) and beat the pain by wearing 
shoes you can actually dance in…

THE BLOCK HEEL

Goodbye stilettos, no 
tripping hazards here. 

Comfortable and chic –
 yes please!

R1 299, River Island

SLEEK SNEAKERS

Yes, you definitely can 
wear your sneakers to the 

party, only if they’re not too 
chunky (it is however ideal 
to check the dress code).

R10 000, Louis Vuitton

GLIT TER PUMPS

Another flat, yes, but look 
how it sparkles! 

And sparkles make 
everything right!
R1 799, Ted Baker 

at Stuttafords

4
5

1
Pop on a chic hat to 
cover your hairstyle 
that expired around 
1am. No judgment. 
R550, Country Road

3
Feeling fragile? 

Perhaps you don’t have 
anyone to assist with 

some TLC? Snuggle 
up in a soft, fluffy 

jacket instead and give 
yourself a hug. From 

R759, both Zara

2

4
5
Luckily for you, the 
pyjama trend is 
still alive – and it 
would feel like you 
never really got 
out of bed. Thank 
you fashion.

Do not over-think it! The chances of you 
being able to put together a picture 
perfect look is somewhat unlikely under 
the circumstances. Keep too many 
separates at bay and opt for a simple slip 
dress, jumpsuit or your favourite ripped 
jeans and a basic tee.

Don’t feel the 
need to make 
eye contact – 
sunglasses really 
do save lives. 
R5 727, Balenciaga 
at SDM Eyewear

GOOD MORNING!

So you partied too hard, but don’t have the option 
of eating junk food on the couch for the rest of the 

weekend? No problem. Get out there by mastering the 
art of hangover dressing in fi ve easy ways!

RED RED WINE
Just your luck. You’ve barely mingled and have 

already spilled your favourite merlot on your 
crisp white dress (the horror!). Don’t panic, 

although we do hope you’re close to a kitchen, 
because milk, table salt or soda water can just 

about zap that stain – and pronto! 

Dress, R599, H&M

SLEEK SNEAKERS
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        @ ELLE                        

Our stay-pretty party tricks 
to keep you looking good 

from the night before until 
the morning after

 Prepping your skin is just as important as choosing your 
out� t. Remember, make-up is only as good as the skin it sits on, 
and a detoxifying mask leaves your face looking instantly brighter. 
Dermalogica’s Charcoal Rescue Masque tops the list because it only 
requires 7-10 minutes and the results are instant. 

 Applying our make-up is part of that fun build-up; it’s also a 
chance to explore and play with different looks and test new lipsticks, 
eyeshadows and (every girl’s best friend on a night out) liquid liner. But, 

before all of that, primer is key as it sees you through the 
evening with minimal make-up loss. Go for Bene� t’s 
POREfessional Face Primer, which reduces the 
visibilty of pores and creates a � awless canvas. A little 
extra foundation lasts until the early hours of the morning, 
while M.A.C Fix+ keeps your make-up in place all night.

 Your ride’s here, and your clutch bag should be 
ready with your touch-up essentials, including concealer, 
your best friend to disguide dreaded dark circles; a 
highligher (you want the lights to re� ect off your face 
in all the right places) and Smashbox’s L.A. Lights 
Blendable Lip & Cheek Colour in Hollywood & 
Highlight is both compact and easy to apply on-the-go; 
and, of course, lipstick for pout-ready lips throughout 
the night.

 Your trusted Micellar water means you have 
removed your make-up, cleansed, and went to bed make-up free. Even if 
you are still feeling slightly worse for wear, and have to meet your friend 
for a post-party breakfast, fear not. Tie your hair back into a slicked back 
bun, hiding any tell-tale signs of a long night.

Pulling your hair back also lifts your face and helps you look fresh. Apply 
a layer of Bobbi Brown’s hydrating Tinted Moisturiser for a natural 
glow and soft coverage, followed by a single coat of mascara to open your 
eyes. Finish framing your fresh face with an eyebrow wax to tame any 
hairs that may have gone astray during the night. 

Dermalogica 
Charcoal Rescue 
Masque, R790

Benefit The POREfessional 
Face Primer, R395

Garnier Micellar 
Cleansing Water, 
R80

Smashbox L.A. 
Lights Blendable 
Lip & Cheek Colour 
in Hollywood & 
Highlight, R320

M.A.C Fix+, R250

Bobbi Brown Tinted 
Moisturiser SPF15, 
R490

Clarins Beauty Flash 
Balm, R450

L’Oréal Super Liner 
Perfect Slim Liquid 
Eyeliner, R150
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It would not be a party without the 
super-cool wishes received from some of our 

favourite creatives and sister 
publications from around the world

Joyeux anniversaire, mad
emoiselle ELLE!

Here's to another 20 year
s! Much love and appreciatio

n! 

Nina le Roux-Marais, L'Oréal Luxe
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love from

ANNIVERSARY

HAPPY

20
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The top 20 songs we had on repeat in 1996 and in no particular order
• Jamoiroquai – Virtual Insanity • Maxi Priest – That Girl • Deep Blue Something, Breakfast At Tiffany’s • 
TLC, Diggin’ On You •The Corrs, Runaway •Alanis Morissette, Ironic • Oasis, Wonderwall •Toni Braxton, You 
Makin’ Me High • Savage Garden, I Want You •George Michael, Fast Love •The Rembrandts, I’ll Be There 
For You • Everything But The Girl, Missing • Los Del Rio, Macarena • Spice Girls, Wannabe• Seal, Kiss From 
a Rose •Mariah Carey & Boyz II Men, One Sweet Day • Bone Thugs-n-Harmony, Tha Crossroads • Boom 
Shaka, Thobela • 2Pac featuring Dr Dre, California Love • Fugees, Killing Me Softly £
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From Calvin Klein to Chloé, the decade 
dominated the SS16 catwalks like no era has 
ever done before. But why is the look and 
attitude resonating so strongly now? Pulitzer 
Prize-winning journalist Robin Givhan 
explores how the 1990s managed to stomp its 
DMs right back into fashion

From the beginning of designer Hedi Slimane’s tenure at 
Saint Laurent, he’s been enraptured by youth culture. In his 
� rst collection for the storied French brand, he dabbled in 
retro California cool and Stevie Nicks-inspired style. But in 
his second, which was for autumn/winter 2013, he shunned 
gypsy dresses and hippy hats in favour of brooding cynicism 
and banality. The collection celebrated baby doll dresses, 
knobbly granddad cardigans, and a studied slouchiness that 
was so extreme it made one’s own spine throb. And just like 
that, grunge was back. 

By autumn 2015, it was clear that grunge was not a passing 
fancy and neither were the Nineties. That was when the 
model Lida Fox – platinum-haired, sullen and eyes lined in 

T H I S  W A S  T H E

     @robingivhan

T H I S  W A S  T H E

+++++ ++++
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thick kohl – stomped into the Saint Laurent spotlight wearing 
a pink tutu, combat boots and an oversized menswear 
jacket. You could practically hear the moans of Smells Like 
Teen Spirit off in the distance. Slimane wasn’t alone in his 
infatuation. Along came Gucci’s Alessandro Michele – and 
even Belgian designer Dries Van Noten offered his take on 
the Nineties style. And, of course, we cannot forget that all 
along we’d had Anna Sui.

Fox reminded me of a girl from a classic Anna Sui show. 
Sui had once been the empress of cool, the New York 
designer who dressed all the girls who wished they were the 
lead singer in an indie band. In the Nineties, Sui’s shows 
throbbed with energy and anticipation. Fashion � uttered 
on but Sui stuck to her guns. She retained her star power 
in places like Japan, where her grunge style was co-opted 
into anime. But when Slimane gave us that tutu, he gave 
us Sui. He reminded us of how great she was – and how 
right her clothes look now. Slimane’s ode to grunge didn’t 
exactly sneak up on the fashion world. There had been hints, 
references and a certain something in the air. We’d become 
a less formal and fussy culture, padding through airports in 
our athleisure wear, and listening to trend-trackers expound 
on the rise of normcore.

‘ T h e  N i n e t i e s  i n  t h e  e a r l y  p a r t  o f  t h e  d e c a d e  h a d  a  c e r t a i n 
c a l m  a n d  p u r i t y.  T h e y  w e r e  l i k e  a  c u l t u r a l  c l e a n s e .  T h e y  b e g a n 
w i t h  a  n o d  t o  s o m e t h i n g  c a l l e d  m o n a s t i c  c h i c ,  w h e n  w e  b r i e f l y 

d r e s s e d  l i k e  n u n s ’

Grunge – for the young or the forgetful – was the aesthetic 
sensibility born of the grinding guitars of Seattle garage 
bands. It was Nirvana and Kurt Cobain. In November 
2015, Cobain’s olive-green cardigan sold for $137 500 
(R2 200 000) at an auction in Los Angeles. Grunge became 
‘fashion’ when it was sent down the Perry Ellis runway by 
Marc Jacobs in 1993. It was the collection that got Jacobs 
fired but also the one that established his reputation as 
frightfully cool, independent and prescient.

Grunge was comfortably imperfect. It looked worn and 
beaten, but it felt luxurious. The simple Henleys were made 
of � ne cashmere, after all. But the style wasn’t precious. And 
that was what made it both unnerving and wonderful. The 
clothes felt of the moment and free of all the assumptions 
that had always been attached to luxury fashion. It wasn’t 
grown up. It was a paean to disaffected youth. 

It returns to us at a time when we are obsessed with the 
lives of the young, except today we call them millennials. 
What do they want? What do they need? How are they 
transforming our world? We are told that millennials want 
authenticity and they don’t want to own lots of stuff – or at 

least the kind of stuff that’s � ashy and showy. But millennials 
are sel� sh, too. Right? They were over-indulged by their 
helicopter parents, after all. So they want luxury. Grunge is 
the perfect middle ground. It also speaks to all those young 
tech billionaires who grew up on jeans and hoodies, and have 
no interest in suddenly suiting up just because they’re now 
the boss.

Other aspects of the Nineties are back. Bumbags have 
returned and so have chokers, high-waisted trousers and 
destroyed jeans. We’re back into Dr. Martens and � annel. 
Courtney Love has voiced her amusement at the notion of 
fancy ladies paying thousands of dollars to wear the sort of 
wrecked clothes that she’d piece together from a few trips to 
the second hand store. And make no mistake, the clothes are 
expensive. Those Saint Laurent baby doll dresses retail for 
between £1 000-£3 000 (R23 000 – R 69 000).

How deep into the Nineties have we gone? Well, we don’t 
have Kate Moss and Mark Wahlberg in their Calvin Klein 
underwear, but we’ve got Kendall Jenner and Justin Bieber 
(and Lara Stone) recreating those iconic ads. The difference 
is that Jenner wasn’t discovered serendipitously the way 
photographer Corinne Day launched Moss. Jenner was 
assembled with the help of reality television, Instagram, the 

right parties, and a famous last name. And while she’s staked 
her territory in fashion, she’s not so much a re� ection of the 
moment but an exploiter of it. 

The Nineties superstars are back, too. Christy Turlington 
is modelling for Calvin Klein and Naomi Campbell – who 
has never really left the runway – now has a recurring role on 
the hip-hop soap opera Empire. Love made an appearance 
there, too. Winona Ryder, the ultimate ‘generation X’ actress, 
got a great reception in HBO’s soulful Show Me A Hero mini-
series. Amber Valletta, who rode in on the Nineties waif 
wave, had a TV turn this year too. 

When the waifs arrived in the Nineties, they weren’t related 
to the ghoulishness of heroin chic. Waifs represented the 
welcome freedom to not be a glamazon – a supermodel with 
big hair, legs up to your chin, and perfectly pert boobs. Waifs 
were about reality. Eventually, it all took a turn. But for a 
while things were good. For a while, the Nineties were good. 
They were a profound relief from the extreme ostentation of 
the Eighties with its big-shouldered, over-the-top glamour, 
its social x-rays, masters of the universe and the culture’s 
obsession with designer everything. 
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A lot of struggling designers got 
a taste of the sweet life back then. 
Tom Ford began his reign at Gucci. 
Alexander McQueen was fashion’s 
favourite hooligan and was wooed by 
luxury goods giant LVMH to take over 
the creative direction at Givenchy. He 
replaced another dynamic young 
designer, John Galliano, who had been 
tapped for the even grander post at 
Christian Dior. 

Oh, it was a great time to be a young, 
talented designer. The big corporations 
wanted to be touched by their magic. 
Even Marc Jacobs had been reborn. 
Opinions of his grunge collection had 
been revised and, in hindsight, it was 
declared a revelation. He was courted 
by LVMH, too, where he launched 
ready-to-wear for Louis Vuitton.

Back then, joining a big corporation 
was exciting and wonderful. It was a 
bit like claiming the brass ring. At 
least it seemed so. We’ve learned a 
lot since then. We now understand 
that corporate fashion isn’t all that 
designers thought it would be. It’s 
not the bountiful playground of 
stupendous fabrics, marvellous � ights 
of fancy, and a payday to make the 
parents proud. Well, actually, it was 
all that but it was a lot more. It was 
endless travel for store openings, VIP 
events and interviews. It was having to 
produce a new collection every six to 
12 weeks. It was having to oversee the 
store design, and the advertising, and 
the social media. It was non-stop. 

We watched designers struggle with 
their workload – and their personal 
demons. Ford left Gucci in a dispute 
over control of the brand and later 
struggled with alcoholism. Galliano 
was � red from Dior and went to rehab 
after a vitriolic, public � ameout fuelled 
by addiction. McQueen, God bless 
him, committed suicide. And most 
recently, Alber Elbaz was � red from 

Lanvin, the house that he stamped 
with his personal imprimatur. These 
departures and tragedies occurred 
after the designers had been on the 
payroll of a large conglomerate for 
a decade or more. Those designers 
who followed in the wake of these 
Nineties stars didn’t last as long. Raf 
Simons left Dior and Alexander Wang 
departed Balenciaga in fewer than 
three years. 

Had things become exponentially 
worse? Or had these young designers 
just come to the realisation that 
the benefits did not outweigh the 
pressures? Both, I suspect. 

There was something pessimistic 
but still naive about the Nineties. 
The problems that seemed so big and 
burdensome then, now seem modest. 
We fretted over the Gulf War; we 
mourned the death of Princess 
Diana; we feared the arrival of Y2K. 
Now, we’d long for those worries and 
sorrows. Now, the world’s problems 
aren’t just dark, they’re pitch black. 
It seems reasonable that in a search 
for normality and comfort, designers 
would go looking for grunge. It 
was like going home, but to a place 
that made room for anger, fear 
and confusion. The Nineties were 
peppered with all sorts of downsides. 
Heroin chic glori� ed the devastation 
of drug abuse. The waifs ushered 
in an era of homogeneity on the 
runway – the world of modelling got 
a white-washing.

But the Nineties also gave us a 
chance to breathe. It was a period of 
catharsis. We didn’t have to put our 
best face forward. We could just walk 
into the light without pretence. This 
time around, we’re recovering from a 
recession, an Ebola plague, the latest 
terrorism horror. Our fears are both 
real and existential. And so we move 
tentatively forward in our nouveau 
Nineties dress. £
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Right: Marc Jacobs’ 
infamous Perry Ellis 

collection; 
Top left: ’Stephanie, 

Cindy, Christy, Tatjana, 
Naomi, Hollywood, 1989‘ 

by photographer Herb 
Ritts taken for Rolling 
Stone Magazine; Top 

right: Natalie Portman in 
Léon: The Professional

The Nineties in the early part of the 
decade had a certain calm and purity. 
They were like a cultural cleanse. They 
began with a nod to something called 
monastic chic, when we brie� y dressed 
like nuns. We did penance for our over-
indulgence. And then we pulled on 
comfy clothes – unpretentious, vaguely 
juvenile – and we got on with things. 
Why are we going back there? Perhaps 
because we’ve exhausted ourselves with 
a tech bubble and real estate lust. Maybe 
it’s because we are just exhausted from 
trying so hard to stand out because we 
can’t all be street-style stars.

On the business side, the Nineties 
were filled with possibility. Fashion’s 
traditional pop brands got serious, 
got their house in order, and became 
publicly traded companies or hooked 
their wagon on to a big corporation. 
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With the rise of Instagram, smoke-bombing and 
dietary restrictions, 21st century party rules are 
harder to navigate. Jaime Waddington 

breaks them down 

THE NEW

Unless it’s an of� ce party, getting 
drunk is usually pardoned. But you 
don’t want to be that person – the 
drunken mess who’s throwing out 
lascivious comments, falling off 
the table, or stripping in public. I 
love going out; I love spending time 
deciding what to wear, dancing to 
songs I’m only a huge fan of after 
a couple of drinks, and choosing 
regretful fast food for the drive home. 
However, there’s something about 
being in a dimly lit space with a lot 
of alcohol that tends to bring out the 
worst in people. Getting messy drunk 
is never a good look on anyone. If you 
know you’re a bad drunk, lay off the 
booze, or limit yourself to a couple 
of drinks. And always make sure you 
leave your car at home.

Smoke-bombing (also known as ‘ghosting’) is when someone leaves a party 
without saying goodbye. And we’re all guilty of that at some point in our lives, 
it being Christmas parties, work functions, baby showers, the list goes on. It 
can be tricky to � nd the right time to head out, and you don’t want to make a 
big deal about announcing your exit, but you also don’t want to answer yielding 
questions as to why you are leaving. If you’re going to do it, take note of some 
important guidelines: if there are fewer than 10 people at the party, you cannot 
bail without saying goodbye (it’s obvious and rude). Find your host and make 
your excuse. If there is a bigger crowd, you will probably be able to get away 
with it. But be decisive and swift, and make sure to have a good story planned 
in case you are caught.

1  T E Q U I L A ,  2  T E Q U I L A , 
3  T E Q U I L A . . .  S T O P !

I S  I T  O K  T O  S M O K E - B O M B ?

PA R T Y  R U L E S
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So you’ve had a few too many drinks 
with friends, and decide to brag about 
your awesome night by posting a 
drunken sel� e on Facebook. The next 
day you wake up to only two likes and 
a sarcastic comment from an idiot 
acquaintance telling you how ‘sober’ 
you look. Whether it’s in the line for 
the bathroom or on the dance � oor 
with your mob, the urge to take a 
sel� e with your mates is hard to resist. 
Come on, it’s 2016! However, if you 
are drunk/tired/overly emotional (or 
all of the above), do not pass go, do 
not collect R200, do not post on 
Facebook. There’s nothing wrong 
with a good sel� e, but it’s best to 
wait until you’re feeling a little saner 
to share it with the world. Posting 
cringe-worthy, boozed-up sel� es 
can quickly lead you to becoming 
the subject of tomorrow’s post-party 
meme. Keep it clean and drunken 
sel� e-free. 

It’s hard to think about a party before 
the age of smartphones and social 
media. Did we all really sit down to 
talk to each other? Did we really eat 
the food without Instagramming 
it � rst? Phone etiquette varies 
depending on the type of party 
you’re at. A very casual setting, like a 
cocktail party, can be forgiven. But, 
as a general rule, you should keep 
your phone stowed. What about at a 
dinner party? Don’t even think about 
it. If you absolutely need to have your 
phone on you for emergency keep 
it on vibrate, and if you do need to 
take a call, do so out of earshot of 
other guests. Being on your phone 
also prevents you from engaging with 
people. Put your phone away, and pay 
attention to the people who are there 
with you.
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ZEITGEIST

Just because you didn’t receive an 
actual printed invite doesn’t mean the 
rules should be left by the wayside in 
the way you RSVP. Facebook invites 
are certainly convenient and budget 
friendly, but they open the door to 
being ignored. If you can’t attend 
an event that you’re formally invited 
to, don’t think that not RSVPing 
is the same as declining. Delaying 
your reply not only hinders your 
host from planning, but also gives 
the impression that you are waiting 
for a better invitation to come along. 
And don’t RSVP to an event and not 
show. A friend of mine would always 
RSVP ‘yes’ as soon as she received an 
invitation to spare the host’s feelings, 
but would not show up on most 
occasions. She would upset the host 
more than the guest who said ‘not 
attending’ in the � rst � ve minutes of 
receiving the invite. So if you get an 
invite to a party and you’d like to go, 
click ‘attending’. 

Is the onus on the guest or the host to 
accommodate dietary restrictions and 
preferences? This one’s easy. Food 
allergies, long-term food lifestyles, 
and religious or medical reasons 
always warrant accommodation, but 
food preferences do not. If you’re 
avoiding a speci� c food type in 
order to lose weight or because you 
don’t like the taste of it, that’s a food 
preference. When you accept a dinner 
invitation, state your food allergy/
lifestyle upfront. If it’s a preference 
you could say, ‘I’m actually avoiding 
dairy right now, but if that doesn’t 
work with your menu, I’d be happy 
to bring a big salad.’ This way it is up 
to your host to say if they’re happy to 
accommodate your preference or to 
take you up on your offer. 

L E T ’ S  N O T  TA G

There’s nothing worse than being tagged while looking like your make-up had 
been applied by the Joker or with badly dishevelled hair. If it’s happened to you 
then your friends need to familiarise themselves with the etiquette of tagging. 
It’s a de� nite no. Should you in return tag without a friend’s permission? As 
ridiculous as this may sound, the answer is no. Never tag without permission. 
What might seem as harmless as dinner at a friend’s house, might be 
condemning to someone there, who perhaps told her parents that she had to 
work late that same night. So be considerate and ask � rst. Tagging people at 
a party can also be detrimental to the host who may have chosen not to invite 
certain friends. But, the biggest rule of them all is, do not tag anyone who is 
doing something embarrassing or stupid, however funny it may be. This is a 
one-way ticket to No Friendsville. Happy partying! £ 

A N D  A B O U T  T H O S E 
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He has lensed some of the most famous people in the world… 
Beyond those immaculate images is a carefree spirit that makes 

Marc Baptiste so endearing, writes Dimeji Alara 

THROUGH

THE LENS

Turning one’s passion into a profession is the stuff that dreams 
are made of, and Marc Baptiste knows just how rewarding it is, having lived 

it since grade nine, when he � rst set foot inside the classroom that helped him 
unearth his birth-given photographic talent. 

The man who catapulted to fame in the ‘90s, having lensed the [runway] 
collections for American ELLE, and some of the decade’s most celebrated 

names, is not about to put his camera down, ‘except on Sundays or Mondays, 
when I take a time out to regroup,’ he tells me when we meet at People’s 

Revolution, a fashion showroom on the third � oor of an old Soho building.
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Humble, passionate, unassuming 
and professional, Baptiste has the 
ability to connect with his subjects, 
and capture their essence in a single 
frame. But it’s his humanity that I 
am reminded of as he texts me while 
running slightly behind schedule. A 
man of his calibre would reserve that 
task for an assistant (I imagine) but 
not Baptiste; and 15 minutes later he 
arrives, shakes my hand, and leads me 
inside an of� ce laden with clothing 
rails. ‘This place is owned by Kelly 
Cutrone. I call her my sister from 
another mother, because we’ve 
known each other for 25 years,’ he 
says, smiling.

During those 25 years he has 
evolved from an aspiring youth to an 
inspiring creative. And he is still going 
strong. Despite his resounding success 
and a demanding schedule, Baptiste 
remains down to earth, energetic 
and engaging.

Inspired by some of popular 
culture’s most brilliant creatives 
– Helmut Newton, Irving Penn, 
Guy Bourdin and Richard Avedon 
– Baptiste’s � rst break came after 
meeting the late Paris-based 
American designer Patrick Kelly 
through friend and ‘80s supermodel 
Coco Mitchel, who had asked him to 
come with her to a � tting [at Patrick’s 
studio]. They met, Baptiste scored 
an invite to the show, and things 
unfolded from there. ‘Patrick Kelly 
was the guy of the moment at the 
time,’ he re� ects. His mission was to 
make people smile with his designs, 
and his bold, bright creations did 
just that. Known for his form-� tting 
dresses, embellished with colourful 
buttons, early on in his career, many 
of the decade’s supermodels knocked 
on Kelly’s door wanting to walk his 
shows. So naturally, Baptiste tagged 
along, hung out with Kelly and Coco, 

PROFILE

HELMUT NEWTON

IRVING PENN

GUY BOURDIN

RICHARD AVEDON

and a bunch of models, too. After the 
show he joined the models for drinks, 
and the subject switched to Jean Paul 
Gaultier’s upcoming show. ‘I asked if 
I could come along and they said yes,’ 
he recalls. 

His camera in hand and a great 
eye for the unexpected, Baptiste’s 
professional career started to take 
off. In 1990 Details magazine’s 
founder Annie Flanders tasked a 
young Bill Cunningham to secure the 
photographs of ‘90s socialite Dianne 
Brill’s fall from the runway, which 
Baptiste had captured. 

‘It was unbelievable. Bill came to 
me and said, “My boss wants to meet 
you.” She bought the pictures, paid 
me right there, and told me to see her 
when I was in New York,’ he says. 
‘It felt good, I was just excited that 
someone major was interested in my 
images. At the end, you realise that as 
a photographer, you have to stay alert 
because every moment counts.’

A few weeks later, Baptiste was 
back in New York and collaborated 
with Flanders, but his big break was 
a multi-year project with American 
ELLE lensing the collections. 

Three years in which, he says, he 
gained intense training, learning 
about accuracy, speed and the fashion 
world straight from the inside. 

It was a great stepping-stone for 
Baptiste, who then also heeded street 
style photographer Cunningham’s call 
to start shooting fashion editorials as 
opposed to runway photography. ‘Bill 
came to me with an idea, you know 
from one photographer to another, 
and said, “If you want a career in 
fashion, runway photography is a 
dead end, you need to shoot the 
collection in a studio or on location. 
Runway is like shooting sports, it’s 
a great training ground but you need 
a studio.”’

On shoot in Los 
Angeles with Sofia 
Vergara for Shape 
magazine in 2014
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Baptiste took the clothes off the 
runway and created a whole new 
body of work for his portfolio from 
inside a studio. Then, he moved onto 
portraiture, and started to work with 
celebrities, including Diana Ross. 

‘I couldn’t believe I was shooting 
Diana Ross. She was such a diva! 
We got her hair and make-up but 
she didn’t want anybody to touch her 
face. And then she sent the make-up 
artist to buy her [make-up brand] 
Fashion Fair from the pharmacy. But 
the make-up artist was still trying to 
convince her, and Diana said to her, 
“Listen, honey, you get me and what 
I’m looking for.” It was a moment 
that I will forever remember. That 
very image is in Diana Ross: Going 
Back. But there was more to a shoot 
with Ross than meets the eye, like the 
seven-foot size mirror that needed to 
be strategically placed behind him 
so she could see herself while being 
photographed. ‘Or she wouldn’t have 
come on set. At the time, I was like 
what the hell is that about? That 
was the � rst time I had a celebrity so 
demanding. But she’s paid her dues, 
and at the end of the day I thought 
well, you know what, she is Miss 
Ross. You have to give her whatever 
she wants.’ 

From Aaliyah to Barack Obama, 
Shakira and Janelle, he has lensed 
them all, but one of his most 
memorable moments remains 
photographing First Lady Michelle 
Obama in 2013. ‘She’s a cool girl, 
really funny and assertive; she knows 
what she wants,’ he says. And when he 
was invited back to the White House 

to photograph the commander in 
chief, he knew he did well. The tough 
part was keeping it under wraps, even 
from his wife. ‘I told her that I was 
going to D.C.,’ he says, laughing, 
‘but she kind of guessed it. It was 
unbelievable. I went to the oval of� ce 
to photograph President Obama for 
Ebony magazine. I only had seven 
minutes. When I photographed the 
First Lady, I had more time, but they 
were amazing and pleasant. It was 
surreal, I kept on saying to myself: 
somebody pinch me. Despite being 
restricted with time, I got it!’ 

Yet, being a true son of Haiti, 
Baptiste says that photographing 
President Michel Martelly, in 2011, 
was really special. ‘It was slightly 
different because I had more time to 
set up.’ But even if he didn’t have a lot 
of time he would have made it work. 
‘In the end you have to take whatever 
time is given to you. There’s no time 
to second-guess yourself. You have 
to be professional, and just do what 
you have to do. That’s the thing about 
photography, once you know what 
you want, it’s plenty of time to get 
the picture.’ 

And for more than two decades, it’s 
this very philosophy that has propelled 
Baptiste to the top of his art, and will 
continue to do so for as long as he 
wants to capture moments with his 
distinct humility and grace. £

‘In the end you have to take whatever time is given to you. There is no time to second-guess yourself’

Clockwise from top 
left: Jordin Sparks, 

New York City, 2012, for 
Ebony magazine; First 
Lady Michelle Obama, 
Washington D.C., 2012, 

for Ebony magazine;
Kourtney Kardashian, 
the Hamptons, 2014, 

for Fit Pregnancy 
magazine; First Lady 

Michelle Obama, 
Washington D.C., 2012,  

for Ebony Magazine
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Remember when Instagirls – the 
models who rocked every important 
couture and ready-to-wear runway 
– monopolised the campaign scene? 
The Instagirls – Cara (Delevingne), 
Kendall (Jenner), Joan (Smalls) and 
Gigi (Hadid) – were everywhere, 
and it was almost impossible to page 
through your favourite glossy without 
being inundated with their campaigns. 

The Instagirls weren’t the only 
ones to reap the rewards: established 
models and celebrities walked 
the same campaign path (Lilly 
Donaldson, Naomi Campbell, Gisele 
Bündchen, or Madonna for Versace, 
Keira Knightley and Chanel Beauté, 
Jennifer Connelly with Louis Vuitton).

It was an interesting time 
for fashion, and it still is now, 
although there is a new squad of 
faces dominating the campaigns, 
and they are neither models nor 

celebrities, they are handed down 
fame thanks to their DNA. 

Take Burberry’s Christopher 
Bailey for example; he tapped 
16-year-old Brooklyn Beckham, 
the � rst-born Beckham son, to 
lens the Brit fragrance campaign 
in early February. Is he better than 
veteran Mario Testino (who has 
been working with the house over 
the years)? Absolutely not. Could 
he bring something fresh to the 
mix? Possibly, but not experience 
and insight. Yet, he got it.

Under normal circumstances, 
a 16-year-old talent ought to be 
celebrated, but this selection has 
garnered Beckham � ack; some have 
even gone as far as accusing Burberry 

of nepotism. 
Ouch. Bailey, 
however, has 
defended his 
choice, calling 
Beckham’s eye 
for detail, style 
and attitude 
the reason he 

was picked. And it was polarising, 
and it still is, but made Burberry 
topical; as we know, any publicity 
is good publicity... Or is it? 

We ought to draw the line when 
it means someone else, who is not 
famous or born to fame, is not given 
equal opportunity to showcase 
their talent. And the same goes for 
those who have paid their dues, 
and worked through the ranks, 
building a name for themselves. 

If you’re going rogue, and tapping 
the teen son of a famous couple, why 
not open it up to the anonymous, 
too? Imagine the opportunity, and 
its weight in career scope, for an 
unknown who wouldn’t ordinarily get 
that chance? But, in this age of social 
media, where going viral is like manna 
from heaven, it’s down to the stats of 
likes and retweets, yet the question 
remains: could an unknown create 

Move over bloggers, generation ‘born-famous’ is 
fashion’s current big thing. But is it harming or 
helping fashion, and is it fair? Dimeji Alara 
breaks it down

those stats? Brooklyn’s 6.1 million 
Instafans are a squad all of their own.

Generation ‘born-famous’ was 
always there but 10-year-old Romeo 
Beckham, Brooklyn’s younger brother, 
made it even more obvious when 
in 2012, he modelled for Burberry, 
starring opposite Edie Campbell 
and Cara Delevingne; Sean Penn’s 
daughter, Dylan, landed the Ermanno 
Scervino campaign in 2015; and 
(French) style genius Lou Doillon 
(daughter of French director Jacques 
Doillon and British actress/singer Jane 
Birkin) has fronted for Maje, Chloé, 
H&M and Yves Saint Laurent over 
the years. Like mother like daughter, 
Lilly Rose Depp (daughter of Vanessa 
Paradis and Johnny Depp) now counts 
Chanel in her résumé, having debuted 
as a model in the AW15 Casino-
themed couture show; an eyewear 
campaign later, she is the next gen 
of Chanel stars. But the � rst quarter 
of 2016 belongs to Jaden Smith, 
Will and Jada’s son, and his Louis 
Vuitton campaign for womenswear, 
skirts et al, which now explains his 
several paparazzi pics wearing some 
in the latter part of 2015. Was he 
courting Louis Vuitton, or did Nicolas 
Ghesquière task him to go rogue? 

Would the world have taken 
notice of the gender-bending 
campaign if it weren’t for the 
son of fame appointment? 
Probably, but not as intensely. 

There is no doubt it gives the 
designers the buzz their brands 
need. But where does that leave 
the rest of us? The gifted ones 
who are not born into fame? How 
does that encourage growth in the 
industry? It doesn’t, well not until 
fashion tires of this trend, too, and 
looks for new blood elsewhere. 

Is it fair to those who are putting 
in the hard work to be pushed aside 
because their DNA is not dotted 
with celebrity? Of course it isn’t, but 
who said that fashion was fair? £
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celebrities, they are handed down 
fame thanks to their DNA. 

Take Burberry’s Christopher 
Bailey for example; he tapped 
16-year-old Brooklyn Beckham, ON
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t h e  w o m e n

t h e  e x p e r t

What are you wearing right now? How does it make 
you feel? And how are your clothes affecting your 

behaviour? Ntombenhle Shezi talks to three 
women to find out how clothes can affect us, and takes 

a close look at Enclothed Cognition

M A R Y  F A W Z Y 

26, Student, Cape Town

D r  L a w r e n c e  R o s e n b l u m

Dr Lawrence Rosenblum is an 
award-winning professor of 

psychology at the University of 
California, working with Ariel, the 

flagship brand for P&G Fabric 
Care. Drawing on ground-breaking 
insights into the brain’s plasticity 

and integrative powers, he recently 
put this research, which is directly 

linked to Ariel’s focus on fabric care, 
into practice at the third-annual P&G 
Future Fabrics event. There he shared 

scientific insights behind people’s 
desire and experience of multi-

sensorial fashion, and how, through 
awareness, one can enhance 

their power.

R E N D A N I  N E M A K H A V H A N I
25, Lecturer and Graphic Designer, Joburg

K A B E L O  M O R O K A N E
31, Operational Riskand Compliance Manager, Joburg

SAY ABOUT YOU
what  your  c lo thes
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‘Enclothed Cognition is a fairly new � eld of study that 
uses multi-sensory perception (the science of how our 
� ve senses work together to perceive the world) to show 
how the style, colour, comfort and cleanliness of our 
clothes in� uence our mood, our memories and, ultimately, 
our performance.’

“

”

w h a t  t h e  e x p e r t  s a y s

As you’re looking through your clothing, you’re not only 
experiencing them from sight, you’re touching, hearing and 
smelling them too. This fact creates myriad cross-sensory 

influences on your experience, most of which you are 
unaware of.

“
w h a t 

t h e 
e x p e r t 

s a y s

What we wear is 
largely influenced 

by all of our senses 
and their reaction 
to the things that 

we are experiencing 
in our lives. How we 
go on to experience 

a texture of 
a garment is 

influenced not 
only by the colour, 

fragrance and 
even sound of 

the material as it 
moves, but also 

the changing 
experiences we 
have in our own 
lives over time.

Do you have a special clothing memory that stands out? 

KABELO
When I am at home I wear my late sister’s old red ‘Vossies’ 
t-shirt that she wore to school. It was a bequest. I wear it 
around the house when I miss her, or when I fear that I’m 
starting to forget her. It’s my comfort tee, my closeness-
with-her top. I don’t want to have to explain to a stranger 
why I wear it so that’s why I only wear it at home.

MARY
My family is Egyptian and although 
I’ve not lived there, we visited often 
when I was younger. On a visit when 
I was 12 or so, I got an upper arm 
bracelet that was so cool at the time 
(it was the early 2000s) but not so 
much now. Although it makes me 
cringe every time I see it, I don’t want 
to get rid of it because it makes me 
really nostalgic about my childhood 
trips to Egypt, and how hot and 
busy the streets were. I would be so 
bothered and tired walking those 
streets, but then we would spend 
happy times with cousins or visit 
exciting markets. I haven’t been back 
in so long that I hang onto every bit 
of memory that I can.

RENDANI
As a kid, I had this purple � oral dress. It was frilly, 
puffy and layered. I remember the net underneath it, in 
particular, would irritate my thighs. I could never sit still 
in that dress. I think it’s in� uenced how I select clothes 
now as an adult because I’m attracted to the simpler and 
subtler cuts. 

How has your style evolved in the past 
few years? 

KABELO
Growing up in Ramogodi (in the 
North West province) for some reason 
I associated Converse All Stars with 
loafers who spent their time on the 
streets thieving – I’m not certain 
where this emanated from but for 
this reason I didn’t own a pair. When 
I moved to Joburg, my perspective 
changed. I was fascinated by how one 
could wear them with anything – and 
I wanted a pair. I think I also bought 
a pair as a sign of rebellion, and a 
way to help change the narrative back 
home. I love the comfort and the 
fact that they make every out� t look 
a certain kind of cool; and like good 
wine they also get and look better 
with time.

MARY
I used to wear a lot of dark and loose 
clothing because I was self-conscious 
of my body that I mostly dressed 
to hide it. I have started to embrace 
my body more, and experimenting 
with different styles and colours. I 
now wear more form-� tting clothes, 
brighter colours, and started feeling 
more con� dent because I feel excited 
to play around with trends and 
actually � nd my style.

RENDANI
I’ve always aimed to stand out in 
the way that I look. So the weirder 
it was, the better. Today I wear less 
colour, especially where jewellery is 
concerned (I used to wear recycled 
jewellery, jeans with studs and 
sparkles because I wanted to project 
the image of being a rebel). Now it’s 
all about keeping it bold yet simple. I 
also consider my hair when picking an 
out� t. If my hair is bold, everything 
else is simple, and vice versa.

”
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“

“

” ”

Think about your favourite item in your 
closet right now. Why do you love that 
item the most?

KABELO
I have a black sleeveless viscose top 
that my mother gave me years ago. 
It is light, a little sheer (depending 
on my angle to the light), and I love 
that my caramel skin tone almost 
shimmers right through it. I love that 
I can dress it up or down depending 
on my mood. I can almost smell my 
mother’s scent on it each time I wear 
it, right there with me, regardless 
of where I am. It’s my ‘be fearless’ 
top. I feel that I become gracefully 
feisty and sexy simultaneously when 
I wear it – just like my mother. It’s an 
enthralling feeling that I always go 
back to.

MARY
I have a pair of beige leather slip-on 
sandals that I absolutely love. The 
best thing about them is that they 
are comfortable and easy to wear; 
I just slip them on with any out� t. 
They are stylish, and I can also walk 
in them all day without getting 
sore feet.  

RENDANI
My current favourite is a pair of 
black Roam Lyte Globe sneakers; 
they’re comfortable to walk in, and 
I feel like I’m walking on a cloud. I 
also love them because I can wear 
them with a dress or jeans. I also love 
plain black oversized tees because 
they’re comfortable. I have a thing 
for a casual power look, hence the 
black, I think that’s why I keep going 
back to these items in particular.

w h a t 
t h e 

e x p e r t 
s a y s

The clothes we are 
attracted to the 

most in our closets 
are influenced by 

the symbolic value 
and emotional 

attachments that 
give them meaning; 
the decisions that 
are not superficial. 

When you wear 
something that 
makes you feel 

great, you will keep 
returning to it as it 
affects the way you 

move, your body 
language and 
your mood in a 
positive way.

How does cleanliness – the smell 
and look of your clothes – affect 
your performance? 

KABELO
I am such a sniffer! I always smell my 
underwear before I wear it, and if for 
some reason I have to wear the same 
bra twice in the same week, I feel 
self-conscious; even if it doesn’t smell. 
It’s enough that I know I’m wearing 
it again. I also feel very self-conscious 
when I wear polyester shirts because 
for some reason it seems that my 
armpits sweat more than usual, and 
I fear that I smell. I also can’t help 
asking close colleagues if I smell. I 
avoid lunch dates, after-work drinks, 
and walk around stif� y with my 
hands down. And I carry deodorant 
in my bag to freshen up throughout 
the day.

MARY
I have no problem wearing clothing 
more than once, but certain fabrics 
tend to stay fresh for longer. When I 
am wearing a less breathable fabric, I 
am weary of sweating, and I feel really 
uncomfortable. When I don’t feel 
fresh, I tend to keep a low pro� le and 
avoid interaction where possible.  

RENDANI
This is a big deal for me as there are 
some items I can’t wear more than 
twice. If I don’t feel the tightness of 
my jeans the same way I would after 
it’s been washed, I usually get them 
washed again. I don’t feel as con� dent 
wearing it when it doesn’t sit on my 
body the way I want it to. But T-shirts 
are a no-no for repeats. They have to 
be fresh and clean.
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w h a t 
t h e 

e x p e r t 
s a y s

We are just now 
studying how the 

cleanliness of 
clothes influences 
our performance 
and mood, and 

there is evidence 
that people in clean 
versus dirty clothes 
report themselves 
as happier, calmer 
and more pleasant. 
To be at our most 

confident we need to 
carefully choose the 
clothes we wear so 
we feel and perform 

at our best. For 
example, what we are 

experiencing as the 
texture of a garment 
is influenced by the 

colour, fragrance and 
even sound of the 

material as it moves. 
Also, the degree to 

which we appreciate 
a garment’s colour 

depends on its 
felt texture and 

fragrance. 
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w h a t  t h e  e x p e r t  s a y s

There is evidence that the formality and comfort of what 
one wears can influence how we perform. Being in more 

comfortable clothes can improve exam and general 
cognitive performance. Wearing more formal clothes 

(suit, tie) can make us describe ourselves in more formal 
terms (dignified; cultivated), and think about more formal 
concepts. The colour of the clothes you are wearing can 
also affect your behaviour and self-perception. Studies 
have shown that sports teams that dress in black play 
more aggressively than those wearing light coloured 

uniforms. Other studies have shown that people perceive 
themselves to be more attractive when they are wearing 

red – and that the shade of red matters.   £

What were you wearing the last time you performed really well? 

KABELO
Before visiting my boyfriend in Switzerland, I found 
the most stunning black and gold thick cotton dress at a 
second-hand shop in Pretoria CBD, which I wore to the 
Vito Schnabel Gallery opening in St. Moritz. This was 
also the night that I was going to meet my boyfriend’s 
friends for dinner for the � rst time. I looked stunning, 
felt con� dent and comfortable. I completely forgot the 
pressure of trying to impress.

MARY
I recently pushed really hard to get my thesis � nished. I 
managed to make so much progress in a really focused 
week of work, and I was wearing sweat pants through it all. 
I made sure I was in absolute comfort, which was a priority 
for me because I was sitting at a computer every waking 
moment of the day.

RENDANI
I was being interviewed about my photo-series, The 
Honey, which I co-produced, and wore black and white 
patterned culottes, a black crop top and black and white 
Mbatata (traditional Zulu) sandals. I felt great; my 
con� dence levels were on 100. I’m a big girl, I wouldn’t 
ever wear anything that reveals parts of my body, but I’ve 
become so comfortable in my body that I can do so now. 
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BEAUTY

WANT IT,
LOVE IT,  WEAR IT

NEW SEASON 
KEY LOOKS

FASHION 

FEVER
‘TWO-GETHER’ 

+
ELLE 

ACCESSORIES 
GUIDE 
YES!   

SHOES 
AND 

BAGS

20 X R1 000
MIMCO 

VOUCHERS!

20 
ÜBER 

TALENTED 
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AND 

MUSIC

02 STARRING 

DJ
BLACK COFFEE 

AND 

MONIQUE 
STERLING

APRIL 2016 
R35 (VAT INCL)

OTHER COUNTRIES
 R28.95 (EXCL TAXES)
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20 YEARS 
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BEAUTY 
AND 
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CELEBRATE
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D i s m i s s  g e n d e r  r u l e s  a n d  j o i n  t h e  b o y s  w i t h  t h e  l a t e s t  i n  m e n s w e a r  d e s i g n

TWINNINGTWINNING

MONIQUE WEARS: TOP, R7 000, AND PANTS, R1 800, BOTH BLANC; SNEAKERS, R1 600, ADIDAS; TOYIN WEARS: COAT, R3 700, AND PANTS, R1 200, BOTH BLANC; SNEAKERS, R10 300, LOUIS VUITTON
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p h o t o g r a p h y  RICARDO SIMAL 

f a s h i o n  TARRYN OPPEL 

& PAIGH DOS SANTOS
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MONIQUE WEARS: T-SHIRT, R350, MEVROU & CO.; HESSIAN COAT, R3 000, AND PANTS, R800, BOTH M’OKO ELOSA; LACE-UP LOAFERS, R659, ZARA; TOYIN WEARS: T-SHIRT, R350, MEVROU & CO.; JACKET, R900, PANTS, R880, AND SCARF, R450, ALL M’OKO 
ELOSA; HI-TOP SNEAKERS, R3 550, CARVELA AT SPITZ  OPPOSITE: TOYIN WEARS: JERSEY, R4 894*, AND SCARF, R2 210*, BOTH ORANGE CULTURE; MONIQUE WEARS: JERSEY, R5 525*, ORANGE CULTURE; NECKPIECE, R7 104*, ORANGE CULTURE X NEON ZINN
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TOYIN WEARS: JACKET, R8 682*, AND PANTS, R3 157*, BOTH TOKYO JAMES; SUNGLASSES, R5 400, HUGO BOSS AT SAFILO; MONIQUE WEARS: COAT, R12 623*, TOKYO JAMES; SUNGLASSES, R2 470, TOMMY HILFIGER AT SAFILO
OPPOSITE: TOYIN WEARS: TURTLENECK, R745, PANTS, R1 425, BEANIE, R410, AND SCARF, R4 660, ALL MDINGI COUTTS; MONIQUE WEARS: SHIRT, R1 300, PANTS R1 425, AND BAG, R3 450, ALL MDINGI COUTTS
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MONIQUE WEARS: SWEATER, R550, AND SHORTS, R395, BOTH YOUNG AND LAZY; SOCKS, R50, FALKE; SNEAKERS, R1 300, ADIDAS; TOYIN WEARS: SWEATER, R575, AND PANTS, R500, BOTH YOUNG AND LAZY; SOCKS, R60, FALKE; SNEAKERS, R1 700, ADIDAS
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MONIQUE WEARS:  TOP, R2 800, AND PANTS, R880, BOTH AKJP; HAT, STYLIST’S OWN; SNEAKERS, R1 000, ADIDAS; TOYIN WEARS: JACKET, R1 680, TOP, R1 780, PANTS, R1 880, AND BAG, R2 480, ALL AKJP; SNEAKERS, R750, ADIDAS AT TREAD + MILLER
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MONIQUE WEARS: SHIRT, R1 500, CARDIGAN, R1 660, JACKET, R2 200, AND PANTS, R1 500, ALL CHULAAP*; BROOCHES, R150 (FOR SET OF 2), RINGS AND THINGS; HAT, R550, SIMON AND MARY; TOYIN WEARS: SHIRT, R1 500, JERSEY, R1 890, JACKET, R2 200, 
AND PANTS, R1 500, ALL CHULAAP*; HAT, R550, SIMON AND MARY
OPPOSITE: TOYIN WEARS: JERSEY, R1 600, AND SHORTS, R700, BOTH RICH MNISI; SOCKS, R60, FALKE; BOOTS, PRICE ON REQUEST, RICH MNISI X MARIA MCCLOY; MONIQUE WEARS: JERSEY, R1 600, AND SHORTS, R700, BOTH RICH MNISI; SOCKS, R60, FALKE; 
CREEPERS, PRICE ON REQUEST, RICH MNISI X MARIA MCCLOY
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MONIQUE WEARS: ANORAK, R4 995, AND PANTS, R795, BOTH ALC; TOYIN WEARS: ANORAK, R4 995, PANTS, R795, AND SCARF BELT, R195, ALL ALC
OPPOSITE: MONIQUE WEARS: TOP, R2 850, AND PANTS, R1 450, BOTH JENEVIEVE LYONS; TOYIN WEARS: COAT, R3 950, AND PANTS, R1 650, BOTH JENEVIEVE LYONS
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With the new season 
approaching, we’ve got our 
eyes on the top accessories 

we can’t wait to wear

EXTRAS
added
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OT T SUNNIES

Dress, R1 299, Forever New; sunglasses, R6 200, Fakoshima at Virgule

SUPER-BLOCK HEELS (OPPOSITE)

Knit, R1 000, and coat, R2 900, both Mango; heels, R659, Zara

p h o t o g ra p h y  N I Q U I T A  B E N T O

f a s h i o n  T A R R Y N  O P P E L
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CLASSIC TOP-HANDLES

T-shirt, R300, Zara; jeans, R2 599, Calvin Klein 
Jeans; head-band, R109, Topshop; bag, 

R35 000, and belt, R7 500, both Louis Vuitton
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SOPHISTICATED SLIP-ONS

R1 199, H&M

BASIC BACKPACKS

Dress, R849, Topshop; denim jacket, R599, 
Free2BU at Edgars; backpack, 

R31 190, Burberry
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FUTURISTIC BOOTS

R1 800, Zara

TECH WATCHES

Dress, R699, adidas; parka jacket, R3 000, G-Star Raw; watch, R12 900, Apple

DRESSED-UP CHOKERS (OPPOSITE)

Knit, R14 500, Gucci; chain choker, R269 (part of a set), Topshop; open choker, 
R199, Accessorize
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FLUFFY CLUTCHES

R1 000, Charles & Keith

EMBELLISHED HATS

Velvet dress, R4 000, Jigsaw; pom-pom hat, R1 850, Crystal Birch

COLOUR-BLOCK BAGS (OPPOSITE)

Knit, R2 099, Diesel; suede skirt, R1 800, Zara; thigh-high boots, R3 850, Tsakiris Mallas 
at Castelo; scarf, R2 290, and chain bag, R8 390, both Longchamp
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SHOULDER-GRAZING EARRINGS

Bra top, R399, Tosphop; earrings, R1 250, Kirsten Goss

PATCHWORK BOOTS (0PPOSITE)

Reversible bomber jacket, R4 000, Diesel; pleated skirt, R1 499, Topshop; boots, R3 699, Aldo

LUXURIOUS LOAFERS

R9 000, Gucci
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Water contained within a plant. It’s the most natural thing in the world. 
That’s why we’ve introduced the PlantBottleTM from Valprè® – a PET bottle made from up to 30% plant material. 

It’s inspired by nature for a better tomorrow, because at Valprè® everything we do is for tomorrow.

Valprè® and the Valprè® Urn Device are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company© 2016.

WHY CHANGE WHAT NATURE HAS PERFECTED?

89172-Valpre - PlantBottle Ad 2016 275x210.indd   1 2016/02/24   2:43 PMUntitled-1   1 2016/03/02   10:05 AM
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BEAUTYBEAUTY
Celebrate beauty every day in 
every way – nurture your skin, 
cherish your body, and discover 

the magic behind the latest 
microtrends

T H E  P O W E R  O F  N O W

125
122
116
ru nway  r e a l i t y

t h e  ‘ 90s  l i n e r

e au  t o  k n ow

c

Beauty Opener.indd   1 2016/03/04   10:34 AM



BEAUTY

R E A L I T Y
p h o t o g r a p h y  Max Vom Hofe

b y  Nicole Newman

ELLE Beauty Main.indd   104 2016/03/02   1:57 PM



R E A L I T Y
runway

Clockwise from top:
Lancôme Rouge In Love Lipstick Sequins D’Amour, R325
Clinique Colour Pop Lip Colour + Primer Passion Pop, R275
Smashbox Be Legendary Fireball Matte, R270
Gosh Velvet Touch Lipstick Classic Red, R125
L’Oréal Color Riche Lip Liner Couture Scarlet Rouge, R120 
M.A.C Retro Matte Lipstick Ruby Woo, R210
Revlon Super Lustrous Lipstick in Revlon Red, R135
Chanel Rouge Allure in Pirate, R505
Jumpsuit, R600, Edgars

r e d  r i o t
Rouge-stained lips in varying shades – from oxblood and 
tomato, to true and rich red – dominated at Burberry, 
Victoria Beckham and Topshop Unique. We love it 
because a red lip empowers and always looks timeless! 

Our top three wearable trends from the SS16 catwalk revealed, with a starter kit to help you get each look – 
want it, wear it, love it!
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t h e  s k i n  y o u ’ r e  i n
No matter your skin tone or colour, a warm cheek will 
always brighten up your face – it’s the reason behind 
the birth of bronzers and blushers. Strive for a flawless 
skin finish this season with a pink-on-pink cheek to 
elevate your everyday beauty look. 

Clockwise from top: 
Dior Fix It 2-in-1 Prime and Conceal, R580
Lancôme Teint Idole Ultra Compact Foundation 03, R565
Clarins HydraQuench Tinted Moisturiser, R395
Guerlain Rose Aux Joues Blush in Pink Me Up, R916
Clinique Foundation Brush, R365
Knit, R559, Zara

         @ ELLEmagazineSA        119
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t h e  n i n e t i e s  l i n e r
The ‘90s are back and so is its signature grunge liner. 
Take tips from Moschino and Chloé with thick liner and 
flawless skin – now add a deep berry lip and middle 
parting (for your hair) to take this look to the next (‘90s) 
level (Nirvana included)! 

Clockwise from top: 
Inglot Kohl Pencil 01, R189
Clinique Skinny Stick Slimming Black, R285
Smashbox Brow Tech Matte Pencil, R290
Eyelure Brow Crayon 30, R95
Elizabeth Arden Grand Entrance Mascara, R275
Black Up Le Mat Smoky Waterproof, R190
Suede jacket, R1 399, Zara

ELLE Beauty Main.indd   109 2016/03/02   2:01 PM
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 w e ’ v e  u s e d :  (from left to right)

1 Kiehl’s Daily Reviving Concentrate, R755 2 Elizabeth Arden Flawless Start Instant Perfecting Primer, R365 3 Diorskin Nude Foundation, R855 4 Estée Lauder Double Wear Waterproof 
Concealer, R330 5 CK One Colour Skin Illuminator, R310 6 L’Oréal Infallible Fixing Mist, R200 7 D&G Make-up Glam Liner, R620 8 M.A.C Eyeshadow in Espresso, R210 9 Clinique Eyeshadow 
brush, R240 10 NYX Jumbo eye pencil in Slate, R90 11 Bobbi Brown Eye Opening Mascara, R360 12 Chanel Rouge Coco Lipstick Adrienne, R505

Channel your inner grunge 
with an exaggerated 
eyeliner inspired by the 
SS16 runway – team with 
Dr. Martens and you’re 
good to go

the nineties liner
G E T  T H E  L O O K

2

3

4

Massage an essential oil into the palm of your 
hands, and press into your skin for added 
moisture and glow.

Apply a small amount of foundation to the 
centre of the face, and blend outwards. Add 
concealer where it’s needed most, like under 
the eyes and the edge of the nose and mouth. 
Insider tip: Apply a liquid concealer with a 
sponge for a more natural finish.

Apply highlighter to the bridge of your 
nose and cheekbones to enhance your 
natural features, and secure it with a make-up 
fixing spray.

Lightly wrap the eye, including the crease, 
using a chocolate brown eyeshadow. Use a 
soft, fluffy brush for blurred edges. 

Apply a fine line to the top lash line, using a 
thin-tipped liquid liner.

Apply a cream black eyeshadow along the 
lower lash line using a flat, firm brush, blurring 
the edges with a softer brush after application. 
Layer the shadow until you achieve the colour 
consistency you require. Lightly sweep a black 
shadow over to set. 

Set off the look by applying long-wear mascara 
and nude lipstick. Insider tip: stay clear of 
bold lip colours as the eye should remain the 
make-up focus. £

5

6

7

1

PROFESSIONAL OPINION

‘THIS IS ONE OF MY FAVOURITE LOOKS FOR A NIGHT OUT 
ON THE TOWN, AND A GREAT WAY TO REVAMP YOUR DAY 

MAKE-UP INTO AN EVENING LOOK WITHOUT THE HASSLE OF 
REAPPLYING EYESHADOW. YOU CAN ACHIEVE THE SAME LOOK 

BY SWITCHING THE CREAM SHADOW FOR A BLACK 
KOHL PENCIL.’   – KELLY PAITAKI, MAKE-UP ARTIST

Beauty_How To.indd   110 2016/03/04   10:00 AM



48h
protection

“Everyday 
moisture is the key 
to beautiful skin...”

Soft, smooth underarms 
after just 3 days

“What makes Dove different?” “How does it work?”
¼ moisturising cream

Effective Protection

Effective protection. Beautiful result. 

Helps skin repair itself 
Only Dove deodorant with ¼ moisturising 
cream provides everyday moisture and 
care for your underarm skin, leaving 
them visibly soft. 

Dove gives effective 48-hour protection 
from sweat and odour. 

Shaving can cause dryness and 
irritation to sensitive underarm 
skin. The innovative moisturising 
formulation of Dove offers care 
plus protection, helping repair 
skin damage to leave underarms 
visibly soft, smooth and ready 
to be revealed.

D1
19

44
08

02

119440802_dove_deo_fpfc_275.indd   1 2016/02/17   2:54 PMUntitled-1   1 2016/03/02   10:11 AM
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SKIN POLISH
This facial polish offers 
a tag-team approach 
to your cleansing 
routine. The natural clay 
and seaweed extract 
combined with the 
micro-beads brighten 
your complexion, 
and minimise the 
appearance of pores.
Benefit Refined Finish 
Facial Polish, R295

THE HERO EXFOLIANT
An exfoliator gentle enough to use every day, and strong enough to 
remove dead skin, mix the dry granules with water to make a foam, 

and rub gently onto your face, neck and décolleté for smoother skin.   
Dermalogica Daily Microfoliant, R930

OH, BALMY!
Elizabeth Arden’s genius Eight-Hour 
Cream’s goodness is now repackaged in 
a lip balm, giving lips a soft sheen while 
keeping them moisturised.
Elizabeth Arden Eight-Hour Cream, 
Intensive Lip Repair Balm, R195

EYE LIGHT
Used daily, and 
formulated with 
avocado oil to gently 
moisturise your delicate 
under-eye area, Kiehl’s 
Creamy Eye Treatment 
helps minimise the 
appearance of 
dark circles.
Kiehl’s Creamy Eye 
Treatment with 
Avocado, R385

ADDED MOISTURE
This fast-absorbing 
moisturiser is just what 
your skin needs to stay 
hydrated, leaving it soft 
and radiant, and looking 
younger longer.
Clinique Dramatically 
Different Moisturizing 
Lotion+, R661 for 125ml

GOOD HYDRATION
Infused with pure 

Camellia Oil extract, 
this is your one-stop 

buy for skin hydration. 
A water-light serum, it 

stimulates the skin’s 
natural ability to create 

a youthful and 
radiant appearance. 

Chanel Hydra Beauty 
Micro Sérum, R1 255

DAY DREAMING
With daily use, Dior’s Dreamskin helps your skin’s texture. 
Its exclusive bio-mimetic powder complex reduces dark 
spots and redness, and increases the skin’s firmness.
Dior Capture Totale Dreamskin, R1 710 for 30ml

124          @ ELLEmagazineSA        

BEAUTY

Sticking to a good skincare routine is the long-term 
solution to looking fresh-faced. So put your best face 

forward with a little help from these essentials 

best buys
B E A U T Y

Beauty Best Buys.indd   111 2016/03/02   1:50 PM



Bvlgari Omnia Paraiba EDT, R1 090 for 40ml
eau to know

B E A U T Y
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BEAUTY

THE NOSE BEHIND 
Alberto Morillas

THE FACE
Lithuanian supermodel, 

Edita Vilkeviciute

FRUITY TOP NOTES 
Bitter orange and Maracuja 

passion fruit

BASE NOTES 
Vetiver and cocoa 

FLORAL HEART NOTES 
Passion flower and Brazilian 

gardenia

THE NAME
after the rare Brazilian gemstone 

–  the Paraiba Tourmaline

THE SCENT
inspired by the Brazilian jungle, 

beaches and ocean

A  T R I B U T E  T O  B R A Z I L I A N  B E A U T Y  A N D  F E M I N I N I T Y ,  Bvlgari Omnia Paraiba creates an exotic floral fruity aroma that 
transports you to faraway lands of paradise.

SPRITZ ON  before going for a sunset stroll by the waters of Copacabana Beach  WHILE WEARING  a silk slip dress, leather sandals and cat-eye 
sunglasses IT ALSO PAIRS WITH an oversized sunhat, a full-piece swimsuit and carefully crafted jewellery  YOU’LL WANT TO SPLURGE 

ON late night dinners, sun-inspired cocktails and pool-side reads POUR YOURSELF  a Caipirinha: cachaça, sugar and lime  AND TURN UP 
Garota de Ipanema by Stan Getz and Joäo Gilberto  STROLL DOWN THE STREET THINKING ‘to be beautiful is to be fun and carefree’

* Bvlgari Omnia Paraiba will be available at major retail outlets from 28 March
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BEAUTY

CYCLIS T SNACKING

ride on
What is about cycling that has got 
people spinning? Nicole Newman  
puts her peddaling skills to the test 

F I T  N O T E S

Refuel your body like a pro by including these in your daily diet:
oats, walnuts, almonds, eggs, cured ham, kale, beetroot and sweet potato

I’ve never actually entered a cycling 
race, but the idea behind the sport 
has long fascinated me. Let it be the 
intense training, the camaraderie 
between fellow entrants, the 
determination to conquer the road, 
or the celebration once you cross the 
� nish line, but there is something 
about a race (and that applies to any 
race) that has always appealed to me 
(not that I have been brave enough to 
join one though).

But as the saying goes, it’s never too 
late and this year, I’ve decided to give 
it a try, get on a bike, and hit the road 
(well, kind of). 

Spinning classes have long been 
gym-goers’ favourite, but recently 
the cycling-studio craze has peddled 
ahead of the rest. Competitive, 
exciting, pushing you to new � tness 
boundaries with (almost) no risk of 
injury, these spinning sessions offer 
specialised training, and you don’t 
have to be a pro to take part in them.

 I put my own stamina to the test 
when I signed up for an altitude 
training class at Concept Studio, 
using the Watt Bike – a high-tech 
piece of equipment that mimics the 
act of training on the road. 

High altitude means there’s a 
reduction in oxygen availability, 
which increases the stress of the 
exercise session, and results in 
physiological adaptations, it also 
provides the body with an 
additional stimulus. 

‘The classes that are being offered 
now, from a � tness perspective, 
appeal to multiple senses. Increasing 
intensity to push people to their 
limits working out but also from a 
psychological perspective,’ explains 

Dr T. Sean Lynch, assistant professor 
of orthopaedic surgery, at Columbia 
University. And feeling motivated 
to put my � tness levels to the test, 
I signed up for the longest class, 
The Hurtbox (80 minutes), and 
it was tough, but I survived (sort 
of). These classes are targeted at 
monitoring � tness in new ways; they 
improve muscle tone in your legs, 
butt and core, help burn calories, 
and, according to the British Medical 
Association, decrease the risk of 
coronary heart disease by up to 
50 percent. 

If you haven’t found your class 
calling yet, I challenge you to explore 
cycling. And while I may not be 
winning any cycling races in the 
future, I can build on my stamina 
and get ready for a ride. Trust me, the 
cycle revolution is well worth a spin.£

Refuel your body like a pro by including these in your daily diet:
oats, walnuts, almonds, eggs, cured ham, kale, beetroot and sweet potato

and get ready for a ride. Trust me, the 
cycle revolution is well worth a spin.have to be a pro to take part in them.

‘These spinning sessions offer 
specialised training, and you don’t have 
to be a pro to take part in them’

ELLE Active.indd   1 2016/03/02   1:56 PM



TERMS AND CONDITIONS Each SMS costs R1.50 incl VAT. Additional VAT charges may apply. Free SMSs do not apply and errors will be billed. Bill payers’ permission 
required. All entrants must be 18 years or older. Usage is entirely at your own risk. The client and its associates/partners cannot be held liable for any loss or damage 

suffered as a result of entry into a competition/taking up a service. By entering this service/competition, users consent to receiving further marketing and/or promotional 
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Safilo
011 608 2265
Steve Madden
021 552 3722
Sunglass Hut
086 100 0850
Spitz
011 707 7300

T Topshop
021 419 5900
Tokyo James
info@tokyojames.com

TanOrganic  
011 326 4367
Tread + Miller
086 066 5533
Trenery
021 405 4300

V Vince Camuto
021 671 6301
Virgule
021 671 1423

W Witchery
021 418 9893
Woolworths
0860 022 002

Y Young and Lazy
021 811 0519

Z Zara
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Crystal Birch
therealcrystalbirch@gmail.com

D Diesel
021 425 5779
Dermalogica
021 465 5662
Dior
0860 692 274
Dolce&Gabbana
021 548 0725
Davines       
021 785 2650
Dr. Hauschka
021 702 3617

E Edgars
 021 529 1900
 Elizabeth Arden
 021 597 1700
 EVO
 011 448 2210
 Eyelure                                                                                                                                              

0860 254 257
Estée Lauder
0860 692 274
ESSE
033 212 3506                                                                                                                                            

F Forever New
 021 419 4552
 Forever 21
 021 555 3324
 Falke
 021 951 2137
G G-Star Raw
 021 418 9000

Garnier
021 551 5551
GOSH                
021 529 1900

 Guerlain                                                                                                         
011 325 1000
Gucci
021 421 8800

H H&M
 021 826 7305
I Inglot
 021 447 7718

Ilera Apothecary 
Ileraapothecary.com

J Jigsaw
021 418 1399

Prices and availability were checked at the time of going to press. ELLE cannot guarantee that prices 
will not change or items will be in stock at the time of publication

A Accessorize
 021 447 7718
 Africology                                                                                                                                  

011 791 6890
Apple
087 940 3100
adidas
021 442 6200
AKJP
021 424 5502
ALC
info@lairdcherry.co.za

Aldo
011 884 4141

B Burberry
011 325 5923
021 425 8933
Blanc
072 691 3930
Batiste               
0860 254 257
blackUp   
011 685 7000
Benefit
021 529 1900
Brand Collective
021 674 1030
Bobbi Brown
0860 692 274
Bvlgari
0800 020 3925

C Calvin Klein Jeans
021 418 1185
Chulaap
082 333 0657
Castelo
011 883 8767
Charles & Keith
021 555 4912
Country Road
011 290 5200
Chanel
0860 692 274
Clinique
0860 692 274
Clarins  
0800 203 925
CK One                
021 529 1900

O Orange Culture
orangecultureline@gmail.com

Oh-Lief 
082  339 4639

P Poetry
021 671 5254
Phillip Kingsley  
011 786 2976
Puma
021 555 2145

R Replay
021 418 8549
Rich Mnisi
079 066 9515
Revlon
011 971 0800
Rain 
028 514 2926
River Island
021 555 3691
Rings and Things
072 383 6190

S Stuttafords
021 555 1970
SDM Eyewear
011 334 7020
Smashbox
011 516 3000
Skoon
021 913 1774
Simon and Mary
deanp@simonandmary.co.za

Joico                 
0861 007 651
Juice Beauty
021 487 5420
Jenevieve Lyons
shop@jenevievelyons.co.za

K Karen Millen
 011 784 2938
 Kirsten Goss
 021 424 3453
 Kiehl’s                          
 0860 692 274

Kérastase
011 286 0700

L Longchamp
021 418 2056
Luxottica
021 486 6100
Louis Vuitton
021 405 9700
Lancôme
011 286 0700
L’Oréal
011 286 0700
Lush 
021 418 4150

M Mdingi Coutts
llmmdingi@gmail.com

nicholascoutts1@gmail.com

Mevrou & Co.
072 802 5658
M.A.C
011 516 3000
Milkshake 
021 552 2369
Mango
021 418 0916
M’oko Elosa
hello@mokoelosa.com

Mimco

021 418 9893

Maison Mara
021 418 1600
MaxMara
021 418 9447

N Nicci Boutique
011 325 4058
NYX    
0860 254 257

ADDRESS BOOK
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A 11-month printed subscription in South Africa costs R251. The monthly debit order rate is R27 per month. This o� er is limited to SA residents only and is valid until 30 April 
2016. Terms and conditions: Each SMS costs R1.50, free minutes do not apply and errors are billed. Overseas subscriptions are an all-inclusive rate of R1 000 ( fi rst-class mail) 
and may not include all promotional items packaged with the magazine. For the full terms and conditions, turn to Address Book.

DISCOVERY VITALITY MEMBERS CAN SUBSCRIBE TO ELLE FOR ONLY R192.50 FOR 11 ISSUES. VISIT VITALITYSHOP ON DISCOVERY.CO.ZA 
TO GET THIS GREAT SAVING. YOU CAN USE YOUR DISCOVERY MILES AND/OR DISCOVERY CARD TO PAY. DISCOVERY VITALITY (PTY) LTD IS 
AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER. REGISTRATION NUMBER: 1999/007736/07. TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY. 

SMS ‘ELLESUBS’, your name, cellphone number and email address to 33871 (Each SMS costs R1.50)

CALL 
0860 123 300

ONLINE 
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EMAIL 
ellesubs@timesmedia.co.za

CALL 
0860 123 300

ONLINE 
mysubs.co.za/ELLE

EMAIL 
ellesubs@timesmedia.co.za
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SUBSCRIBE
TO

The Pinotage grape is not only good for winding 
down after a day’s work, it’s great for your skin, too.
Enriched with vitamins C and E, it enhances the 
protective function, and supports skin renewal.
As the key ingredient in the organic Healing Earth 
range, your body is in for a treat with a selection of 
nourishing products, ranging from cream and gel 
cleansers, to day and night creams, shower gels, foot 
gels, and various therapeutic body oils. Now that’s 
the healing therapy we all need. And by subscribing 
to ELLE, you could win one of eight Healing Earth 
Pinotage Face and Body Care hampers.

Subscribe to ELLE for
11 months or renew your 
subscription and stand a 
chance of winning one 
of eight Healing Earth 
Pinotage Face and 
Body Care hampers 
valued at R3 540 each 

OFFER VALID
UNTIL 30 APRIL 

2016. SUBSCRIBE 
TODAY FOR R251*!
A SAVING OF 35%

Visit www.healingearth.co.za

Mktg_subscribe.indd   1 2016/03/02   10:52 AM
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LIVING
A 1930s cottage in suburban Cape Town 

gets a contemporary, light-filled new look

I N T O  T H E  L I G H T

a  c h a r m e d  l i f e

a  c i t y  o f  c o n t r a s t s

m e n u

Living Opener.indd   1 2016/03/04   10:43 AM
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LIVING

p h o t o g r a p h y  Greg Cox

s t y l i n g   Sven Alberding

t e x t  Lori Cohen

       A 

CHARMED
                      LIFE

H O M E

ELLE Living at Home.indd   130 2016/03/02   2:02 PM
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LIVING

The dining room is an 
open plan space in the 
heart of the home that 
links the kitchen area 
and the front veranda. 
The original fireplaces 
were retained, but pared 
down to natural brick 
and wood tones that 
complement the range 
of mid-century wooden 
pieces 

In the living room, scatter 
cushions and textile 

used as a throw are all by 
Nina’s Room 13 

Collection. On the wall 
hangs an original piece 

by Lyndi Sales from 
Whatiftheworld gallery. 

Below: The entrance has 
two key design features 
that set the tone for the 

home; the steel ’ship 
style‘ ladder was made to 

order, and leads to a 
mezzanine where the 

couple works

There’s something surprising about 
stumbling across an Arts and Crafts 
gem in Cape Town’s Green Point 
that both hugs the ocean and is a 
short hop into the heart of the city. 
But this treasure endures thanks to 
the fact that it was part of an original 
farmstead sold to the City with 
single-storey height restrictions. This 
makes it something of an anomaly 
as apartments of varied heights 
surround it. Enter Sascha and Nina, 
a creative couple whose combined 
energy and vision transformed what 
could have been a pokey and exposed 
house into a sanctuary, complete with 
an eco-pool and peek-a-boo views of 
the harbour. 

House hunters would be jealous 
of how this house fell into their lap. 
Newly pregnant, and with an active 
toddler bursting at the seams in their 
rented space, they happened to spot 
the overgrown property opposite 
them was on the market. A call to 
the agent later, and it was theirs. 
And despite the basement being a 
waterlogged cavity, they were ready to 
transform it. 

Sascha is no stranger to 
transforming spaces that have passed 
their sell-by date. At 24, he launched 
Royale Eatery, introducing gourmet 
burgers into the heart of the city, a 
live music venue, a Mexican joint, 
and most recently a Disneyesque 
burger concept. With each restaurant 
set-up, Sascha says he learnt new 
building and design skills, and it’s 

When this Cape Town couple combined their 
creative talent and energy into renovating a 
1930s cottage, they created a light-filled and 
comfortable family home that oozes charm

ELLE Living at Home.indd   131 2016/03/02   2:02 PM
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LIVING

132          @ ELLEmagazineSA        

clear he loves nothing more than 
getting his hands dirty, and thrives 
under pressure. ‘We had to get the 
house � nished in three months. 
We had committed to inviting 25 
people for Christmas lunch, so we 
had no option,’ he says. Nina, on 
the other hand, has a soft touch. Her 
mother was something of an interior 
decorator legend in Cape Town, and 
she has clearly picked up tricks of the 
trade. A graphic designer, with an eye 
for unusual objects, she launched a 
boutique graphic design agency with 
her sister, Michelle, in 2003.

The textiles, wallpapers and prints 
from the range of interior products 
catch the eye throughout the home. 
It’s her ‘Deserted’ wallpaper that 
you � rst encounter; think surreal, 
apocalyptic crystals perched 
on uprooted desert botanicals. 
Introducing both texture and depth 
into the hallway, it also sets the tone 
and is a de� ning feature of the house. 
On viewing the house, Sascha says he 
immediately wanted to do two things: 
expose the ceiling and paint it white 
to introduce light and airiness, and 
to build a mezzanine to give Nina 
and him a space above the toddler 

The natural eco-pool 
resonates with the old 
farm-style character of 
the cottage. Sascha built 
it with his bricklayer and 
with help from architect 
Alet van Niekerk. The 
aquatic system was 
designed by Jerome Davis 
from Eco Pools

madness below. A practical decision 
created a design opportunity as the 
grey steel staircase – complete with a 
baby proof step – embraces the wall 
and is visible from all angles of the 
living space.

 Undaunted by years of turning 
chaotic spaces into well-oiled retail 
places, Sascha joined forces with 
architect Alet van Niekerk to establish 
a new footprint for the property, and 
then assembled a crew of 20 workers. 
It involved digging trenches in the 
basement to get the water issue under 
control, and turning it into a bonus 
play area for the kids and a workspace 
for Nina. He also built a pool so 
close to nature that it requires zero 
chemicals or maintenance, and with 
the help of his mother (‘the one with 
the green � ngers,’ he says), levelled 
and replanted the garden to return it 
to its farm-like sensibilities, and 
create privacy from the surrounding 
� at dwellers. 

While Sascha clearly likes to tackle 
big projects, Nina is a self-confessed 
tinkerer. ‘I walk past things in the 
house and make a connection with 
something else so I constantly switch 
them around. I’m never satis� ed,’ 
she laughs. And they both share an 
af� nity for mid-century furniture, 
and enjoy nothing more than hunting 
down relics in second-hand stores 
in downtown Cape Town and 
nearby country villages. Some of the 
other pieces are inherited from her 
grandfather’s rambling Free State 
farmhouse, but it’s the minutiae 
that intrigue her. In one corner, a 

ELLE Living at Home.indd   132 2016/03/02   2:02 PM
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LIVING

Above left: The veranda 
is a favourite space for 

the couple to relax in the 
evenings and watch the 

ships in the harbour
Above right: A nook in 

the room inspired Nina 
and Sascha to make this 

a key feature of their 
bedroom. Windows were 

installed on either side 
of the bed to introduce 

natural light. The Cry 
Me A River original 

artwork by Olaf Hayek is 
a dominating feature in 

the room.
Right: The cot in 

Sebastian’s room is from 
a second-hand shop in 

Ysterplaat  

The main bathroom 
boasts all white subway 
tiles and hexagonal tiles 

from Quadrata. The red 
stool was a market find, 
and revived with a fresh 

coat of paint

‘And they both share an affinity for mid-century furniture,
 and enjoy nothing more than hunting down relics in

 second-hand stores in downtown Cape Town and nearby
 country villages’

small glass cabinet table is home to 
his antique penknife collection and 
sentimental trinkets. The copious 
terrariums and potted succulents 
that inhabit the home are also thanks 
to Nina – themes and hues that are 
re� ected in her fabric designs that 
grace sofas and chairs throughout 
the home. 

While the renovation reimagined 
the interior (the entrance hall is now 
a walk-in closet!), quaint and original 
features have remained. The kitchen 
and dining area lead onto a patio with 
traditional red brick veranda paint, 
� lled with an eclectic collection of 
chairs and loungers, overlooking the 
new garden, pool and the harbour 
beyond it. Arched windows and 
doors, and renovated brick � replaces 
give a nod to the cottage’s heritage. 
‘I often work nights, so during the 
day I can pop down to the beach and 
surf, and I get to spend lots of time 
with the kids,’ says Sascha. And while 
the house is designed for modern, 
busy family life, these charming 
touches keep the balance between 
past and present. In doing so, they 
have created the perfect life and work 
equilibrium for their family. £

ELLE Living at Home.indd   133 2016/03/02   2:02 PM
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Straddled between two continents and two worlds, 
Jaime Waddington is captivated by the riches 
found in Istanbul

CONTRASTS
A CITY OF

E S C A P E

Below: View to the 
Golden Horn

Asian and European, ancient and 
modern, traditional and cosmopolitan, 
Istanbul is a city of contrasts that still 
makes perfect sense. The only city in 
the world spread over two continents, 
it is a hybrid of Asian, European, 
Christian and Muslim living side 
by side. A bustling metropolis, 
where ancient riches sit alongside 
contemporary design, Istanbul attracts 
millions of visitors annually from 
across the globe. 

The historic Bosphorus 
Strait, which connects the Sea 
of Marmara and the Black Sea, 
separates Istanbul’s tourist-rich 
European side from its more locally 
inhabited Asian counterpart. 
And despite the rise and fall of 
empires that have fought to seize its 
magni�cence, it is an expansive city, 
a mosaic of sights where traditions 
thrive in a modern setting.  

Travel Turkey.indd   1 2016/03/04   10:02 AM



Above: A view from the 
Beyoglu district over the 

Golden Horn, Galata 
bridge and Eminonu 

district
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CURRENCY Turkish Lira (1 TRY = 5.58 ZAR) GETTING AROUND The tram is your lifeline in and around Istanbul
as all tourist spots are within walking distance from the stations

LIVING

EAT
With diverse dining offerings, most 
will tell you that the real measure of 
Turkish cuisine is the meat-based 
kebab, served skewered, as a stew 
or casserole. The most popular fast 
food option is döner kebab, of course, 
which is slow-cooked on a vertical 
spit, roasted rotating on its axis. The 
deboned tender meat is covered with a 
layer of crackling, and cut and served 
in thin slices using a döner bıçağı (a 
special long knife). Plated with a side 
dish of onions, tomatoes, peppers and 
a dollop of yoghurt, the �avours are 
explosive (but in a good way). 

If you plan on sharing a meal, 
meze is a must, which is not too 
dissimilar to Spanish tapas. Most 
local restaurants serve eggplant dip, 
halloumi, calamari, hummus, hot 
pepper paste with walnuts, dolmades, 
kalamata olives, pilaki and octopus on 
a single big tray, along with the toasted 
pide (Turkish �atbread).

For some sweetness, you can’t 
go wrong with Turkish baklava; 
these rich little delights are layered 
with whisper-thin shredded pastry 

STAY 
‘An apartment without a view is 
like a man without a belly’
As the old Turkish proverb goes, 
no house is complete without an 
amazing view. Turkish architects used 
every opportunity to show off the 
city’s mesmerising views, with most 
apartments and hotel rooms opening 
on to a terrace. 

To soak up this city’s splendour, 
check into the four-star Midtown 
Hotel, with its minimalist aesthetic, 
yet contemporary furnished rooms. 
Overlooking the bustling Beyoglu 
district in the centre of the European 
side of Istanbul, the hotel provides 
access to cultural and entertainment 
centres, as well as the subway, tram 
and funicular lines enabling you to 
arrive at any point of the city 
with ease. 

It is also just a four-minute walk 
from Taksim Square – a public plaza 
that draws in the Turkish youth with 
its winding streets dotted with shops, 
side-alley chill-out lounges, nightclubs 
and restaurants. Once in the con�nes 
of the hotel, the pulsating rhythm of 
the city fades.

Travel Turkey.indd   2 2016/03/04   10:02 AM
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Above: The 
Dolmabahçe Palace 

– gateway to the 
European coastline 

of the Bosphorus 
strait located in the 

Beşiktaş district

Below: The Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque (the 

Blue Mosque) ceiling is 
lined with 16th-century 

Iznik tiles featuring 
flowers, trees and 
abstract patterns

sheets �lled with crumbled nuts, and 
soaked in syrup or honey. In various 
shapes and sizes, �avours include 
cevizli (walnut), fıstıklı (pistachio), 
visenli (sour cherries) and kestaneli 
(chestnut). Tasting your �rst authentic 
baklava, covered in crushed emerald 
green pistachio nuts, is sure to send 
your taste buds soaring. In fact, 
it is somewhat of a signature treat 
in Turkey, and many passengers 
departing from Istanbul’s Atatürk 
Airport are often spotted with bags 
full of them. 

And to end off your night, raki, 
the drink that is said to heal the 
heart and soothe the soul, is a must. 
Anise-�avoured, with an alcohol 
percentage of 45% and similar to 
Sambuca and Ouzo, it’s Turkey’s 
national drink, dubbed ‘lion’s milk.’ 
Described as the perfect drink for a 
nostalgic night, while reminiscing on 
endless possibilities, don’t forget to say 
Şere�nize! (cheers!)

SHOP 
‘Would you like to try some love tea?’ 
Yes, I was asked that by one merchant 
as an alternative to the commonly 
used ‘can I help you?’ while walking 
through the winding passageways of 
the Grand Bazaar. Here you can buy 
almost anything; clothing, material 
(Ikat Silk), ceramics, confectionaries, 
sandals, spices, jewellery, rugs, 
furniture and so much more. Located 
in the district of Fatih, inside the 
walled city of Istanbul, the Grand 
Bazaar is one of the biggest and oldest 
covered markets in the world. Its 61 
streets and over 3 000 shops attract 
400 000 visitors daily, so don’t be 
alarmed if you get lost, but be sure 
to sharpen your negotiation skills, 
as vendors’ continuous sales pitches 
require you to stand your ground 
while shopping. The Spice Bazaar, 
albeit a little smaller in size, near the 
Bosphorus, is well worth exploring for 
its aesthetics. A kaleidoscope of scents 
awaits as you explore its pathways 
and offerings – from ceramic tea sets 
to apricots stuffed with nuts, mint, 
cumin, saffron, paprika and tea – 
leaving you dizzy with admiration. 
But don’t leave without sampling 
lokum (Turkish delight) – a soft and 
chewy confectionary in mouth-
watering �avours. I recommend 
hazelnut and coconut, pistachio and 
rose water, cherry and cocoa, and 
cranberry and almond.

For shopping of a different (and 
more luxe) kind, Kanyon Towers and 
Mall in the Levent business district is 
the place to go. Boasting more than 
160 shops and boutiques (Dior), 
complete with gourmet supermarkets, 
street bazaars, and high-end 
international department stores, such 
as Harvey Nichols and Marks & 
Spencer, it’s the city’s fashion hub. 

Travel Turkey.indd   3 2016/03/04   10:02 AM
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VISA A visa is required for South African passport holders, and you can obtain it online at no cost. 
FLY Direct flights from Cape Town and Joburg are available seven days a week at turkishairlines.com

Apply at evisa.gov

With a rich Islamic heritage, the 
Sultan Ahmed Mosque, commonly 
known as the Blue Mosque (in 
reference to the blue tiles used for its 
interior), needs to be on your to-see 
list. Built between 1609 and 1616, 
under the rule of Sultan Ahmet I, 
it features a cascade of domes with 
six slender minarets. In accordance 
with Islam, a dress code is applicable 
for men and women; men entering 
the mosque are required to wear 
trousers, but can wear a short-sleeve 
shirt, and women need to cover their 
hair, arms and legs (knees included). 
Headscarves and plastic bags (for 
shoes) are handed out at the entrance.
Just north of the Blue Mosque, past 
vendors with carts stacked with fresh-
baked pretzels and roasted chestnuts, 
is Hagia Sophia. This architectural 
wonder was once the largest church 
in the world, but was subsequently 
turned into a mosque by Mehmet the 
Conqueror in the 15th century. With 
a mix of Christian images and Islamic 
symbols, it is a unique building 
well worth visiting. To witness true 
magni�cence, visit the Dolmabahçe 
Palace, where the rooms and hallways 
are the embodiment of luxury (and 
that’s an understatement). The 
ceiling, walls and pillars are intricately 
painted, and gilded with heavy silk 
curtains framing the �oor to ceiling-
high windows. Elaborate rugs cover 
the wooden �oors, and luxurious 
French furnishings, ornamental 
accessories and a vast collection of 

DO

paintings are on display. Elevating  
the splendour to even greater heights 
are the Baccarat crystal-made lamps 
and chandeliers.

A trip to Istanbul is incomplete 
without a sunset cruise on the 
Bosphorus. An inlet of the Bosphorus, 
known as the Golden Horn, further 
separates the two halves of the 
European side of Istanbul’s Old City, 
where most of the historical sites are 
found, and the bustling cultural New 
City. Showcasing exquisitely diverse 
architecture – old and new – take in 
the sights and sounds of restaurants, 
and diners smoking a nargile (hookah) 
on the waterfront, while the wafting 
aromas of fruity tobacco �ll the air. 
Catch views of Topkapı Palace, the 
Maiden’s Tower, Yıldız Park, and 
go under the Bosphorus Bridge, 
connecting Europe to Asia. Cruising 
along the Bosphorus during sunset is 
one of Istanbul’s greatest pleasures, 
and the perfect way to bid farewell  
to the city that offers the best of  
both worlds. £

Right: One of the many 
intricate Iznik tile designs 

that fill the walls of the 
Topkapı Palace 

Below: The Hagia Sophia

INSTA 

MOMENTS 
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PARTY

ABOVE: LEE-ANN LIEBENBERG
AND NICKY VAN DER WALT

RIGHT: MARIANNE FASSLER; 
TERRY PHETO AND

PRECIOUS MOLOI-MOTSEPE
BELOW: EMILIE GAMBADE, NONI GASA

AND BONNIE MBULI  

RIGHT: YANNICK ILUNGA,
ROCHELLE NEMBHARD AND SAMUEL ROSS

LEFT: JO-ANN STRAUSS AND BONNIE STEYN
ABOVE: NALEDI MABUSO  AND TAMMY TINKER
BELOW: GISÈLE WERTHEIM AYMÉS, JOCHEN ZEITZ AND EMILIE GAMBADE 

ABOVE: SAYORA GRIGORIAN AND MARK COETZEE
BELOW: VIKA SHIPALANA AND GUESTS

SAYORA GRIGORIAN AND FRIENDS
RIGHT: 

EVENT
The Zeitz Museum of 

Contemporary Art Africa’s 
second annual Gala presented by 

Standard Bank Wealth 
and Investment

-
VENUE

The Lookout, V&A Waterfront, 
Cape Town

-
TIME

7pm

ZEITZ MOCAA
On 20 February, the Zeitz Museum of 

Contemporary Art Africa (Zeitz MOCAA) 
Costume Institute hosted its second annual 

Gala, presented by Standard Bank Wealth and 
Investment, under the theme ‘Construction, 

Building Beauty.’ ELLE was there...
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PARTY

ABOVE: SAYORA GRIGORIAN AND FRIENDS
RIGHT: LIESL LAURIE, MISS SOUTH AFRICA 2015

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: JONATHAN FREEMANTLE; MOREIRA CHONGUIÇA AND YVONNE 
CHAKA CHAKA; TREVOR STUURMAN, GISÈLE WERTHEIM AYMÉS AND JENNY ANDREWS

LEFT: SELLO NHLAPO 
AND ELANA BRUNDYN

MALIBONGWE TYILO AND DIMEJI ALARA

RIGHT: AFRIKA MELANE AND DAVID GREEN
FAR RIGHT: LINDIWE SUTTLE 

BELOW: NALEDI MABUSO
AND MANDLA SIBEKO 
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LIVING

YOU NEED

1l milk 
1 quantity short-crust pastry
2.5ml crushed chilli flakes
Seeds of 1 vanilla pod
3 large eggs
180ml white sugar
30ml cornflour
15ml plain flour
30g salted butter
100g dark chocolate
10ml ground cinnamon 

METHOD

1 Pre-heat the oven to 160°C.
2 Press the short-crust pastry into a 23cm pie dish and 

cover with a layer of baking paper, followed by baking 
beads or dried legumes. Bake blind for 15 minutes, 
remove the baking paper and baking beads, and allow the 
pastry to cool.

3 Heat the milk, chilli flakes and vanilla seeds in a 
saucepan at a medium heat. Do not boil.

4 Beat the eggs and sugar in a mixing bowl until pale and 
fluffy, and then add the cornflour and plain flour.

5 Gradually beat the hot milk into the egg mixture with 
vigorous whisking. Pour the mixture back into the 
saucepan, and cook at a medium heat, stirring constantly 
until the custard thickens. Remove from the heat to cool 
slightly, then add the butter and mix well.

6 In a separate bowl, melt the chocolate over a saucepan of 
steaming water or in the microwave, and slowly stir it into 
the custard.

7 Pour the custard into the pastry shell and place in the 
fridge to set.

8 Dust with the cinnamon prior to serving.

M E N U

TWO OF A KIND

C O O K ’ S  N O T E S  D I F F I C U L T Y  Moderate  C O O K I N G  T I M E  Approximately four hours 
(includes pastry baking and chilling time)

If you are using store-bought pastry, handle it gently, and roll it out quite thinly. We sprinkled a little bit 
of castor sugar on the edge of the pastry to sweeten it. Adding a bit more dark chocolate than the recipe 
stipulates, as well as a teaspoon of cocoa powder, enhances the chocolate flavour. If the custard does not 
thicken enough, add a little more cornflour while cooking. Finish off with a generous dusting of cinnamon 
and a few shavings of chocolate. £

RECIPE 
TEST

@THIS_IS_LEANDRI

Sisters and Masterchef contestants Leandri 
and Seline van der Wat present a uniquely 
modern take on a South African favourite, the 
milk tart, and we put it to the test 

A B O U T  T H E  B O O K

In Two, Leandri and Seline van der 
Wat share an interesting collection 
of recipes cooked in two ways. Using 
the same main ingredients, they 
reveal two different dishes, one for 
casual, easy dining and the other for 
elegant entertaining.@SELINEVW
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stand a chance 
of winning a 

Daniel Wellington 
watch valued at 

R3 399 each

WIN
16 LUCKY 

ELLE
READERS

R3 399 each Luxury on your wrist, the Daniel 
Wellington watch is minimalistic 
with an understated elegance. 
Its interchangeable NATO and 
leather straps keep the overall 
look streamlined and timeless. 
Designed for women and men, 

it’s the perfect accessory to 
own, and 16 lucky ELLE readers 

stand a chance of winning 
a Daniel Wellington watch, 

valued at R3 399 each.
danielwellington.com

ON TIME

#SALOVESDW
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LIVING

Cape Town-based floral designer and 
stylist, Storm Ross, from The 

Holloway Shop, explains how to bring a 
little life and green into your home

GARDEN INSIDE 
YOUR HOME

( H i n t :  I t ’ s  a l l  a b o u t  t h e  l i g h t )

H O W  T O

F O R A G I N G 

An instant way to green your home is to head into the garden and pinch some bold leaves, a branch of unusual foliage, a 
few blooms, and stick them in a vase. Strelitzia and Delicious Monster produce great statement leaves that last long and 
need little arranging. A branch of Aloe or Loquat, with some fruit still on the stem, will keep for days. If you don’t have a 
garden head to your local grocer for eucalyptus leaves to add an instant cool grey and classic freshness. £

Edible  greens
Plants look good, and taste good too. 
Most edible plants grown indoors 
need to be placed on a windowsill 
or where there is suf� cient light 
throughout the day. Kale and beets 
are great as they form thick bushes 
of beautiful leaves that are good 
for juicing. Mushrooms are a more 
unusual plant to have indoors and 
they don’t need direct sunlight to 
grow well. 

TLC
Give your indoor plants some TLC in 
order to keep them healthy and long 
lasting. Make sure your potted plants 
have suf� cient drainage, light and 
liquid fertiliser. Avoid over-watering 
by dipping a wooden Sosaati stick into 
the soil to see whether it’s damp or 
dry. Try to place your plants on trays 
so they can draw water as needed. 
This also prevents soaking the roots 
and over-watering.

Let  there be l ight
Light is a crucial element to consider 
when choosing plants from your 
local nursery. Not all indoor plants 
survive well with low light, and some 
need bright light but not direct light. 
Peace Lilly and Golden Pothos, for 
example, do well in low light, and 
placed further away from windows 
they can bring life to an otherwise 
dull corner. On the other hand, the 
Prayer Plant (with big oval leaves) and 
Fiddle leaf tree (with its lean trunk) 
thrive in a sun-� lled room. 

On display
There are many new and interesting ways to 

display your indoor plants. Have a DIY day and 
make a terrarium that you can line up on a shelf, 
cluster your house plants in beautiful handmade 

ceramic pots, hang them from the ceiling in a 
macramé, wall planter, moss ball or hand-woven 

basket. Let your plants make a statement.

Health benef i ts
Not only do indoor plants make your 

home look fresh and lush, they can 
have amazing health bene� ts too. 

Plants lift the spirit of a room and can 
bring a sense of peace into our over-

run lives. Many indoor plants are 
great for ridding toxins from the air, 

like Peace Lilly, Aloe and Orchids. 

@THEHOLLOWAYSHOP
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CANCER
21 June – 22 July
Whilst it may not be Moonchild’s 
preferred style, the candid approach 
could act like a much-needed breath 
of fresh air in your professional 
circle. Consider keeping the kid 
gloves close at hand for some tetchy, 
intimate encounters.

LEO
23 July – 22 August 
One step forward and two steps 
back is a dance that tests how serious 
we are. Re-working a new concept 
may be frustrating initially, but our 
Lioness won’t be sorry when the end 
result is a more dynamic iteration of 
your original idea. 

VIRGO 
23 August – 22 September
Your ability to respond with tolerance 
and understanding when someone 
close to you has a tantrum takes 
con� dence and maturity. Awareness 
of your own triggers helps to prevent 
mountains from becoming molehills. 

LIBRA 
23 September – 22 October  
The love planet spends most of April 
infusing your relationships with 
spontaneity and fun. If you want to 
get in on the action, a road trip could 
set the stage for an adventure that will 
be anything but boring. 

TAURUS 
20 April – 20 May 
There’s no need to prove to the world 
how dutiful, sober and committed you 
are but please, dear Bull, don’t toss out 
common sense. Think twice before 
putting yourself in danger trying to 
save someone who may not want to 
be rescued.  

GEMINI
21 May – 20 June 
Hoping to penetrate that coat of 
armour your partner is wearing? Try 
understanding the reason it’s being 
worn. Using � irtation as an icebreaker 
may land like a ton of bricks if what 
your person really needs is to know 
you’re in it for the long haul.

ASTROLOGY IS ONE WAY TO GAIN CLARITY ON NEW DIRECTIONS. 
EMAIL THE.GALACTIC.GOGO@GMAIL.COM FOR DETAILS ON 

PRIVATE SESSIONS.

She can look you in the eye and 
without missing a beat tell you that 
she fell in love with an older woman, 

broke up with Facebook’s founder, 
and solved murders sporting multiple 
piercings and a dragon tattoo. All of 

this because she chose acting over the 
family business. This Aries’ rising star 
is definitely on the silver screen. Many 

happy returns, Rooney Mara!

b y  THE GALACTIC GOGO

Go online for our weekly horoscopes

21 March – 19 April

Your optimism and striving 
has a playful enthusiasm only 
a Ram can pull off. Shaking 

up the status quo with a new 
venture and a new image 
demands that integrity is 

your middle name. Avoid 
manipulating the outcome like 

the plague.

SCORPIO  
23 October – 21 November
Our Phoenix is ready to climb another 
step up that steep stairwell, which has 
described your sibling relationships. 
Holding back from asserting yourself 
in the family constellation may be a 
survival strategy you no longer need.

SAGITTARIUS 
22 November – 21 December
What will grow our Wanderer’s 
reputation this month is not that 
bright, encyclopaedic mind but 
a steady, measured demeanour, 
which can hold others in their most 
vulnerable moments. Compassion is a 
kind of intelligence.

CAPRICORN
22 December – 19 January
Whether it’s singing in a church choir, 
broadcasting the news, or telling a 
story to a child, when our Goat taps 
into the power of using your voice 
as an instrument, you bene� t just as 
much as your audience. 

AQUARIUS
20 January – 18 February
Cautious optimism fuels your 
explorations into an entrepreneurial 
endeavour that invites our Visionary 
to experiment with using your latent 
artistic talents. It’s your belief in 
eventual success that draws investors.

PISCES
19 February – 20 March
It’s disconcerting to feel suspicious of 
a friend’s motives. All you really have 
control over is your own behaviour, 
so instead of jumping to conclusions, 
choose to spend time with someone 
who inspires trust and con� dence, 
and see what happens.  £
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LAST WORD

Be kind to your body, and if you want to eat a cronut… 
bon appétit, writes Danielle Bowler

     @DANIELLEBOWLER

BODY TALK

We have complicated relationships with 
our bodies. They’re often inherited 
from our mothers, passed down like an 
unwanted yet unshakeable heirloom. 
We descend from a long line of women 
who have poked, prodded, and pressed 
their bodies in the mirror, begging 
them to conform to a more ‘acceptable’ 
shape. Across the gender spectrum, we 
all receive messages about what kind 
of body we should have: be it thinner, 
more buff, stronger or � rmer. But 
‘thin’ is often the dominating message 
– it is the pulsing undercurrent of 
many of our dif� cult relationships with 
food and health.

How we speak about ‘good health’ 
has morphed into carefully staged 
Instagram ‘� tspo’ – bowls of well-lit 
fruit populating our timelines, and 
journeys mapped through before 
and after pictures (#gains, bro). The 
idea that ‘strong is the new skinny’, 
however, often feels like it celebrates 
the same kind of thin body, through a 
slightly different, more muscular � lter.

In the past few years, 35 kilograms 
have left my frame. But I have not yet 
conquered that complex web of food, 
health, exercise, and body image that 
so many of us struggle with. And 
speaking about that struggle to have a 
good body image is important because 
it is often not verbalised, even as it 
affects so many of us.

Women’s bodies are still held to an 
impossible standard of unachievable 
perfection. That perfection means 
thinner and whiter (with a range of 
other boxes to tick). Our mainstream 
idea of a � t, healthy body is a thin, 
able-body – with no cellulite or stretch 
marks in sight. It’s hard not to long for 

this unachievable � awlessness (even 
as we adopt Beyoncé’s Flawless as our 
personal mantras). 

We need more honest explorations of 
our relationships with our bodies and a 
critical perspective of the idea of what 
good health means, and whose bodies 
are celebrated. The kind that makes 
us view our bodies with more love and 
acceptance, and less identi� cation of 
imperfections. The kind that makes us 
not measure our worth in the numbers 
that stare back at us from the bathroom 
scale. The kind that is not measured 
against the backdrop of another 
woman’s body: be it our friend’s, Gigi 
Hadid’s lean limbs, Misty Copeland’s 
everything, or the models in magazine 
pages. Part of the issue is that it often 
feels like different kinds of bodies are 

used in magazines and campaigns 
to score ‘progressive’ cool points for 
momentary applause and inspiration 
porn, rather than integrated into a 
wider idea of what bodies look like, so 
we can all recognise ourselves in pages, 
billboards and on screen. 

The reality is that there is no 
overnight solution to building a 
different relationship with your body. 
In-between � ltered images, and the 
‘befores and afters’, we lose the fact 
that we are constantly relearning 
how to speak to ourselves better, and 
how to see ourselves differently – and 
acknowledging that is ok.

Part of the solution is being aware 
of it, and constantly working on 
your relationship with yourself. It 
is something that I am consciously 
trying to do: to speak a little less about 
entering six-pack city, and more about 
new-found strength and body parts I 
adore (and not in spite of their � aws). It 
is a deeply personal journey, and yours 
does not have to follow the same route 
as anyone else’s. 

We won’t always be ‘good’ at it, and 
recognising that it is important. But, 
ultimately, be kind to yourself and your 
body, and have the occasional cronut, 
Banting be damned! £
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